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APPENDIX (A 

REVIEW EXTERNAL COSTS. 

1. EXTERNAL COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ENVIRONMENT. 

The concern about the environment costs resulting from the operation of goods 

vehicles has been expressed more widely now than any time before. May (1988) refers 

to the National Environment Survey (1972) in England and Wales, which indicated 

that around half of all residents were bothered by noise at home and between a quarter 

and a third by dust and dirt (which they assumed were caused by traffic). 

1.1 Noise. 

Noise could be defined as unwanted sound. Cone and Hayes (1984) define noise as 

a "sound that produced undesirable physical or psychological effects". Larger engines 

and tyres mean more noise. Button and Pearman (1981) say that noise is a 

"particularly difficult concept to formalise" (Button and Pearman, 1981, p60), that is 

because sound which is regarded as unpleasant by some may be ignored or welcomed 

by others. The traffic noise is measured on the "A-Weighted decibel scale (dBA)", 

where the different frequencies of sound energy are weighted in proportion to the 

sensitivity of the human ear (Ogden, 1992). Sharp and Jennings (1976) considered 

noise caused by road freight operations as one of the most serious of the social costs 

imposed by lorries. Himanen et. at. (1992) point out that studies in various countries 

show a relatively high level of social costs of traffic noise and range from 0.06 per 
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cent to 0.12 per cent of the GDP. Button (1993) says that studies in the Netherlands 

suggested that the number of people claiming moderate disturbance from road traffic 

noise rose from 48 per cent to 60 per cent between 1977 and 1987. 

On the other hand, while the international comparisons show evidence of decline in 

numbers suffering from serious noise problems (that is over 65 DBA) in some 

countries, it also provides evidence that the numbers in other countries has risen 

(Button, 1993). Noise has an influences through its four dimensions of frequency, 

amplitude, complexity and duration and spacing (Cone and Hayes, 1984). Banister and 

Button (1993) state that noise has several different effects on health and well-being, 

it affects activities such as communications and sleep. These effects further induce 

psychological and physiological disorders such as stress, tiredness and sleep 

disturbance. Ogden (1992) defines six factors contributing to the traffic noise levels. 

They are vehicle speed, traffic flow, traffic operation, road surface, weather, and 

vehicle type and conditions. 

1.2 Air Pollution. 

Walsh (1990) points out that many sources contribute to air pollution, but that motor 

vehicles have been singled out as especially serious. Vulkan (1989) says that the 

source of pollution from all forms of transport are lead, carbon monoxide, carbon 

dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, hydrocarbons, particulate and finally dust and dirt. Air 

pollution includes two costs, first the cost of damage in health and buildings; second, 

the cost of environmental protection. Until recently, most air pollution problems were 
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considered locally, but over the last two decades the evidence has been increasing that 

some of the most severe impacts may occur over large distances and over long periods 

of time with the effect far removed from the source (Walsh, 1990). 

According to Himanen et. al. (1992), numerical estimates of air pollution costs caused 

by transport amounted to between 0.2 per cent and 0.4 per cent of the Gross Domestic 

Product. Although the improvements offered by petrol engine catalytic converters are 

not currently available for diesel engine, Sharp and Jennings (1976) says that the air 

pollution is a much less serious problem for diesel engine lorries than petrol engine. 

2. EXTERNAL COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE INFRASTRUCTURE. 

These are two main elements, vibration and road wear. Although vibration may cause 

damage to buildings, there are a number of factors such as weather conditions and 

shrinkage of materials which can cause building damage. Therefore it is not easy to 

isolate the effect of traffic vibration on buildings from the other effects. On the other 

hand road wear is caused by heavy traffic. The effect of goods vehicles is not easy to 

isolate from the effect of other transport modes. 

2.1 Vibration. 

All large surface transport vehicles create vibrations as they move. These result from 

the movement of the ground or the air. The main effect of vibration is reducing the 

useful life of buildings and other structures. Sharp and Jennings (1976) state that there 
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are two types of damage to buildings which can be caused by vibration. "Architectural 

damage", relates to cracking of plaster and other brittle material, and "Structural 

damage" implies that the building itself is in a kind of danger. Banister and Button 

(1993) say that road freight transport poses a particular problem in historic urban 

areas, where buildings are particularly susceptible to damage from vibration. 

Ogden (1992) says that the levels of ground borne vibration depend on the condition 

of the road. It means that the level of ground borne vibration can be controlled by 

good road construction and maintenance. But air borne vibration, which is related 

(partly) to engine noise, is not easy to control, because as Ogden (1992) says and 

according to the Department of Transport information, quietening the engine will not 

necessarily remove the problem of low frequency air borne vibration. Sharp and 

Jennings (1976) claim that the effect of vibration can be reduced by improving 

vehicles suspension, by restrictions on maximum axle loads, and by maintaining a 

smooth road surface. Button (1993) considers that, in general, vibration has effects on 

those living in houses close to transport infrastructure in terms of disrupting their sleep 

which in turn can have health implications as well as affecting their general enjoyment 

of life. 

2.2 Road Wear. 

All heavy vehicles (Buses, Coaches and Lorries) are the predominant cause of damage 

to road surface and structures (Plowden, 1985). Road wear caused by goods vehicles 

results from both gross weight and axle weight or loading. In towns, underground 
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services, such as, gas, water, electricity, telephone, information cables and sewers can 

be damaged. Gross weight over the length of the vehicle is the critical factor. On the 

other hand, axle weight is the main source of road surface damage. The static load on 

an axle varies considerably when the vehicle is moving. The dynamic load is affected 

by several factors, including the size and number of the tyres (Transport Retort, 1993). 

3. EXTERNAL COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH SOCIAL CONSIDERATION. 

3.1 Safety. 

Heavy lorries are much more likely than cars to cause a death if they are involved in 

a serious accident (Transport Retort, 1993). Himanen et. al. (1992) point out that there 

are two costs for the accident, damage cost and recovery cost. He adds that various 

cost estimates have been made, which show high financial burdens ranging from 1.5 

per cent to 2.5 per cent of the Gross Domestic Product. Ogden (1992) points out that 

heavy goods vehicles tend to produce serious consequences when involved in 

collisions with passenger cars or pedestrians. 

According to data about accidents in the USA in 1989, Ogden (1992) found that, 

about 75 per cent of persons killed in fatal crashes involving a heavy goods vehicle 

were not occupants of the truck, and for medium goods vehicles the corresponding 

figure was 73 per cent. In Britain, according to the Department of Transport data for 

the year 1989, the percentage of heavy goods vehicle involved in fatal accidents was 

18.9%, and the involvement rate was 3.5 (per 100 million vehicle kilometres). 
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3.2 Visual Intrusion. 

This problem relates to all transport rather than only road freight transport. Banister 

and Button (1993) say that these problems come from both transport infrastructure and 

the vehicles using it. They add that visual intrusion is strictly the blocking out of light 

or pleasant views by transport activities, which aesthetics is rather more concerned 

with the actual design and style of the transport facilities. Measuring these problems 

is problematical. An example from the Netherlands had been given by Button (1993), 

where 455,000 cars are scrapped each year yielding about 750,000 tonnes of solid 

waste. Of this, only 450,000 tonnes is able to be recycled. 

3.3 Congestion. 

Congestion has a considerable effect on goods vehicle operating costs, either directly 

through its effect on productivity and fuel consumption, or indirectly through its effect 

on the operations (Ogden, 1992). Transport Retort (1993) reported that, in free flowing 

conditions the heaviest lorries may only. consume between . two or three times more 

road space than cars. At congested urban junctions, the effect is extremely variable, 

but can easily exceed ten times". Button and Pearman (1981) point out that, goods 

vehicles "exacerbate congestion" in three main ways; causing a delay in a stream of 

traffic, due to their relatively poor acceleration; while moving into or out of a traffic 

stream; and while parking and loading or unloading (Button and Pearman, 1981, p56). 

On the other hand, Banister and Button (1993) point out that the congestion involves 

a lack of internal efficiency of the transport operations rather than being a form of 
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environmental problem. Concerning the delays caused by goods vehicles to other roads 

users, Sharp (1992) says that it can be reduced by increasing the power to weight ratio 

of goods vehicles, so that they "will be able to travel up hills or away from halts at 

intersections more quickly. 

According to Button (1993), Vickrey (1969) distinguishes five types of congestion, 

they are: 

(1) Simple interaction, which occurs at comparatively low levels of traffic flow, 

where the number of mobile units is small. Delays are minimal and usually 

result from slow and careful driving on the part of users who wish to avoid 

accidents. 

(2) Multiple interaction, this occurs at higher levels of traffic flow, where, although 

the road capacity is not reached, an additional vehicle causes considerably 

more impedance to each other vehicle than with simple interaction. 

(3) Bottleneck situations, which occur when a particular stretch of a road (or other 

piece of transport infrastructure) is of more limited capacity than either the 

preceding or subsequent links in the network. 

(4) Triggemeck situations, when a bottleneck situation results in queues of traffic, 

these may impede the general flow of traffic even for those not wishing to use 

the section of road with limited capacity. 

(5) Network and control congestion, the efforts of traffic engineers and managers 

(by introduction of different traffic control devices) may reduce the cost of 

congestion at certain times of the day, or for specific types of traffic (such as 

in the case of bus lanes) but increase them at other times or for other modes. 
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According to the Transport and Road Research Laboratory estimations for the effect 

of goods vehicles on congestion, the delay to other road users caused by heavy goods 

vehicles travelling on an urban road was in the range 0.2-1.0 minute per vehicle 

kilometre (Button and Pearman, 1981, p57). In 1992, the Faculty of Freight (of the 

Chartered Institute of Transport) issued a report on congestion. The report includes the 

implications of congestion on cost, productivity, environment and also the social 

implications of congestion in Britain. The report shows the following: 

(1) Confederation of British Industry (CBI) estimates road congestion costs Britain 

£ 15 billion per year, equivalent to £ 10 per week per household. 

(2) Travel cost of individuals are increased dramatically by congestion. 

(3) An increase of 1 mph to the average speed in London would save industry 

millions of pounds per year. 

(4) According to the Confederation of British Industry (CBI), distribution costs are 

30 per cent higher in the South-East than in other parts of Britain, this can be 

partly attributed to the high levels of congestions in this area. 

(5) Avoiding peak times for deliveries increases costs. For example night and 

weekend deliveries incur wage premiums. 

(6) Congestion adds to the estimated 8 per cent of Gross Domestic Product spent 

on transport activities, and to the 30 per cent of energy used by final 

consumers. 

(7) Customer's delivery demands mean suppliers have to allow more time to make 

deliveries and often have to carry more stock to meet these demands. 

(8) Productivity of the employed is reduced by late arrival and stress caused by 

their journey. 
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APPENDIX 01 

TASKS, DUTIES AND FORMATION OF 
=STATE PROPERTY AGENCY (HUNGARY) 

According to Frydman et. al. (1993), the State Property Agency managing director and 

the eleven members of its Board of Directors are appointed to five-year terms and 

may be dismissed by the Prime Minister. The composition of the board is not 

specified in the law; it includes seven members of governmental organisation and 

ministries (Industry and Trade, Agriculture, and Finance). The board has the final 

responsibility to make decisions on transformations, privatisation and sales, it 

delegates this authority to the Managing Director for transformations involving less 

than Ft 500 million and 1,000 employees, and for sales involving less than Ft 300 

million of assets from state enterprises to non-state companies. The annual report of 

the State Property Agency must be submitted to the Parliament. The parliament is also 

responsible for setting the annual property policy guidelines which the State Property 

Agency must observe in making its decisions. The main principles of the Property 

Policy Guidelines are competition, " transparency and objective valuation. The 

guidelines require the State Property Agency to promote transformation and 

privatisation transactions that support economic competition, reduce the number of 

economic units in monopoly positions, create new jobs and help develop efficient 

management skills that adopt new technology and attract foreign working capital. 

Regarding foreign buyers, the State Property Agency is supposed to favour sales to 
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investors whose business plans envisage further investment of both money and 

expertise, and avoid those that would negatively affect the hard currency balance. The 

authority and tasks of the State Property Agency are determined by several laws: 

(1) The law of transformation of state enterprises passed in 1989. 

(2) Law in 1990 on the State Property Agency and on the management of state 

property in state enterprises. 

(3) Law in 1990 on protection of state property entrusted to state enterprises. 

(4) Law in 1990 on privatisation of properties of the state in the retail trade, 

catering, and consumption services (the Privatisation Law). 

(5) Property policy guidelines (annually). 

According to these laws, the State Property Agency has five different tasks: 

(1) The protection of state property during transformation. 

(2) Managing state-owned property after transformation and that of enterprises 

taken under state administration. 

(3) The State Property Agency is sometimes supposed toinitiate and prepare 

privatisation programmes determined by the government and directly supervise 

the implementation of the process. 

(4) The State Property Agency is responsible for gathering and distributing 

information on the privatisation process. 

(5) The Department of Privatisation of the State Property Agency organizes the 

registration, evaluation, and sale of the retail trade, catering, and consumer 

services units in the privatisation programme (Frydman et. al, 1993). 
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APPENDIX C 

DELPHI TECHNIQUE. 

FIRST ROUND SURVEY. 

(1) Covering Letter. 

(2) The Questionnaire. 
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S&T\MISC\L100. NAF\MLB 

4 April 1995 

Dear Sir 

Institute of Marine Studies 

University of Plymouth 
Drake (: ircu, 
Ph"motuh 
Devon PL-18-k-X 
United Kingdom 

Telephone: 01752 23240 7 
Fax: 01752 232406 

Dr A. Redtern. 
k. anr %Lvoct. B. \. 1'hl). MRIN. FNI 
Head of Institute 

I am a researcher at the University of Plymouth (UK), researching for a PhD degree in 
transport economics. The research topic relates to privatisation of the road freight industry 
under three different regulatory systems (Britain, Egypt and Hungary). The methodology 
to be used is the Delphi Technique. The technique consists of two rounds and series of 
questionnaires. In each round the panellist are asked to make judgement and/or supply 
opinions about a specific subject or subjects, by marking one of three boxes facing the 
statements and labelled "Agree", "Disagree" and "Unable to Comment". In the case of 
disagreement, the panellist are asked to justify the disagreement. The responses are collected 
and analysed. Statements which do not have majority agreements are included in the second 
round questionnaire, with reference to the panellist's comments. The panel is then asked to 
reconsider the responses and supply opinions. 

As an expert on the subject, you have been chosen to be a panellist. Please find enclosed 
a copy of the first round questionnaire, which I would be very grateful if you would 
complete. I can assure you that the opinions you give will be treated in the strictest 
confidence, and it will not be possible to identify individual panellists in any report. 

I would ask you kindly to return it within three days (if possible) in the enclosed stamped 
addressed envelope. A copy of the final results of the exercise will be sent to you. 

Thanking you in anticipation. 

Yours faithfully 

NABIL ABDEL-FATTAH 

Enc 



University of Plymouth. 

Institute Of Marine Studies. 

Delphi Questionnaire 

1st Round 
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'(l) Privatisation will inevitably 
0 

Agree. 
create a more efficient, flexible 
and dynamic road freight industry. 

F 
Disagree. 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------- 

<(2) Competition is the most 
D 

Agree. 
important element for a high 
quality road freight industry. ED 

Disagree. 
0 

Unable To Comment. 
= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(3) To maximize profits should be the 
main objective for road freight 

ED 
Agree. 

management under privatisation. 
Disagree. 

0 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 
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(4) Under the privatisation of road 
haulage, the size of the state 
sector should be minimized as 
much as possible. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(5) By privatising the road freight 
industry, there will be an 
opportunity to release more 
governmental money for spending 
on transport infrastructure 
(especially roads). 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(6) Road freight customers will 
benefit from privatising the 
industry in terms of lower 
charges. 

Please Comment (If you disagree). 

Agree. 

Disagree. 
M 

Unable To Comment. 

ED 
Agree. 

Disagree. 

Unable To Comment. 

ED 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

0 
Unable To Comment. 
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ý(7) 
Road freight customers will 
benefit from privatising the 
industry in terms of a better 
quality of services. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(8) Negative results might result 
from excessive competition in 
the transport sector. Therefore, 
a form of regulation of the 
competition should applied by 
the government to save the 
operators' profitability. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(9) It is not ni 
competition 
through the 
the freight 
voluntairly 
regulation. 

3cessary to regulate 
in road freight 
government, because 
operators can do it 
through self- 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

ED 
Agree. 

rI 
Disagree. 

0 
Unable To Comment. 

El 
Agree. 

Disagree. 

Unable To Comment. 

ED 
Agree. 

ED Disagree. 
M 

Unable To Comment. 
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(10) A privatised, deregulated road 
haulage industry requires a legal 
distinction to be made by the 
government between own account 
operators (companies carrying 
their own goods), and professional 
operators (companies carring goods 
of others). 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

El 
Agree. 

M 
Disagree. 

El 
Unable To Comment. 

------------------------------------------------------- 

(11) Under privatisation, identifying ED 
Agree. 

areas where cost reduction could 
be made is the main task for road 

ED 
Disagree. 

freight management. Q 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(12) Under privatisation, road freight 
operators should pay for the 
damage to the environment 
resulting from running their 
operations. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

ED 
Agree. 

Disagree. 

Unable To Comment. 
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(13) A tax on fuel is adequate to 
cover the social and 
environmental costs resulting 
from road freight operations. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

ED 
Agree. 

0 
Disagree. 

0 
Unable To Comment. 

(14) A good way to achieve 
privatisation of the road Agree. 
haulage industry is to dissolve 
the existing companies and sell Disagree. 
off all their assets. 

Unable To Comment. 
= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(15) A good way to achieve 
ED 

Agree. 
privatisation of the road 
haulage industry is to sell off Disagree. 
the companies, in their existing 
form, through tenders. 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 
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(16) A good way to achieve 
privatisation of the road 
haulage industry is to transfer 
the companies' assets to shares, 
which could be sold through the 
exchange stock. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

Agree. 
0 Disagree. 
El 

Unable To Comment. 

------------------------------------------------------- 
(17) A good way to achieve 

privatisation of the road haulage 
E] 

Agree. 
industry is to transfer the 
companies' assets to shares, 

El 
Disagree. 

using part of these shares to 
encourage early and voluntary 

0 
Unable To Comment. 

retirement of the employees and 
use the remaining shares as workers shares. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

------------------------------------------------------- 
(18) Increased unemployment is one 

of the most important problems Agree. 
to face the privatisation of 
the road freight industry. Disagree. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 
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(19) The ability of the government to 
pay for the dismissed employees 
(as a result of privatisation), or 
re-training them, or transfer them 
to other activities is one of the 
problems facing the privatisation 
processe. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(20) The problem 
unemployment 
by employing 
state sector 
companies to 
road haulage 

of increased 
could be overcome 
revenue from selling 
road haulage 
encourage new small 
businesses. 

ED 
Agree. 

El 
Disagree. 

Unable To Comment. 

El 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

------------------------------------------------------- 

(21) The lack of available capital is 

one of the most important problems Agree. 
facing the privatisation process 
of the road freight industry in Disagree. 
the developing countries. 

Unable To Comment. 
= Please Comment (If you disagree). 
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(22) The problem of the lack of 
available capital could be avoided 

ED 
Agree, 

by allowing foreign capital to buy 
the assets of the state sector 

ED 
Disagree. 

(particularly road haulage). 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(23) Foreign control over the road freight industry, will result if 
ED 

Agree. 
foreign capital is allowed to buy 
state assets in the road freight 

ED 
Disagree. 

industry. 
a 

Unable To Comment. 
= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

------------------------------------------------------- 

(24) The problem of foreign capital 
control over the road freight 
industry could be avoided by 
determining a maximum percentage 
for the capital owned by a 
foreigner in the road haulage 
Companies. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

0 Agree. 
13 Disagree. 
ED 

Unable To Comment. 
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(25) To avoid the problem of foreign 
capital control over the road 
freight industry, the government 
should sell the shares of the 
state road haulage companies to 
their existing employees with 
interest free credit. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(2 6) Different ' state sector road 
haulage companies require 
different forms of 
privatisation (eg. privatising 
management only or privatising 
both management and ownership). 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

El 
Agree. 

El 
Disagree. 

D 
Unable To Comment. 

ED Agree. 
ED 

Disagree. 
El 

Unable To Comment. 

------------------------------------------------------- 
(27) A wider base of popular 

capitalism is an important Agree. 
element to achieve successful 
privatisation of the road haulage 

ED 
Disagree. 

industry, and requires low 
priced shares. Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 
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(28) Privatisation should not mean 
withdrawing the subsidies totally 
from the transport industry. Some 
parts of the transport system need 
to be supported. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

0 
Agree. 

0 Disagree. 
El 

Unable To Comment. 

------------------------------------------------------- 

(29) Making private road haulage pay 
ED 

Agree. 
for social and environment costs 
will result in price increases Disagree. 
in the short term. 

Unable To Comment. 
= Please Comment (If you disagree). 

----------------- ------------------------------------- 

(30) In the medium and long terms, 
cost increases, resulting from Agree. 
private road haulage paying for 
social and environment costs, Disagree. 
will be absorbed by the industry 
and prices will not be too high. 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (If you disagree). 
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Institute of Marine Studies 
University- of Plymouth 
Drake Circus 
Plymouth 
Devon PL4 Kk-k 
United Kingdom 

Telephone: 01752 232407 
Fax: 017 2 232406 
E-mail: aredfern©plymouth. ac. uk 

[)r A. Redfern, 
Extra Metter. B. %. I'hl). FRIX. FNI 
Head of Institute 
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(1) A privatizacio ketsegtelenül hatekonyabbä, rugalmasabbäDEgyetert 
es dinamikusabbä teszi a köznti fuvarozäsi ägazatot. 

QNem ert egyet 

GNem tud vLaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 

(2) A szinvonalas köziiti szällitäs legfontosabb kriteriuma a []Egyetert 

piaci verseng. DNem in egget 

QNem tud välaszolni 

Kerem. fejtse ki. ha nem ert egyet! 

(3) A közüti fuvarozäsi ägazat privatizäciöjät követ' en a QEgyetert 

cegek vezetesenek elsösorban a profit maximalizälasira 
kell törekednie. QNem ert egyet 

QNem tud vilaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

................................................................................................................... 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 
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(4) A köznti fuvarozäsi ägazat privatizäciöja soran az ällami QEgyetert 

szektor minimalizäläsära kell törekedni. QNem ert egyet 

ONem tud v9aszolni 

Kerem. fejtse ki, ha nem en egyet! 

(5) A közüti fuvarozäsi ägazat privatizäciojäval több ällami DEgyetert 

for-Is biztosithatö a közlekedesi (elsösorban a közüti) 
hälözat fejlesztesere. DNem ert egyet 

EiNem 
tud välaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki. ha nem en egyet! 

(6) Az ügyfelek is nyemek az ägazat privatizäciojäval az DEayetert 

alacsonyabb ärak reuen. 
ONetn ert egget 
ONem tud välaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem en egyet! 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 



(7) Az ügyfelek is nyernek az ägazat privatizäciöjävai a QEgyetert 

szolgaltatäs magasabb szinvonala reven. QNem en egyet 

Q Nem tud vilaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 

(8) Az ägazatban a korlätlan versenynek negativ 
QEgyetert 

következmenyei lehetnek. Ezert szükseges valamilyen 
szabälyozäs a kormänyzat reszeröl a piaci szereplök 

Q Nem ert egyet 
nyeresegessegenek megörzesere. Q Nem tud vLaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 

(9) Nem szükseges a verseny komiänyzati szabälyozässa, QEgyetert 

mert a piaci szereplök maguk is meg tudjak ezt oldani 
önkorlätozäs reven. 

Q Nem ert egyet 

Q Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse Id, ha nem ert egyet! 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 
.......................................................................................................... 

.................. 
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(10) A privatizält közütifuvarozäsi ägazaton belül jogi QEgyetert 

megkülönböztetes szi kseges a kormänyzat reszeröl a 
sajät äruikat es nyersanyagaikat szd11it6k is a "profi" QNem ert egyet 
fuvarozök között. 

Q Nem tud vilaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse Id, ha nem ert egyet! 

(11) A köztiti fuvarozäsi cegek menedzselese soran a 
QEgyetert 

legfontosabb feladat azoknak a területeknek a feltäräsa, 
ahol költsegcsÖkkentes erhetö el. 

Q Nem ert egyet 

Q Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

(12) A privatizäciöt követöen a közüti fuvarozäsi cegeknek 
QEgyet6rt 

fizetniük kell a tevekenysegükbbl fakadö környezeti 
kärokert. Q Nem ert egyet 

QNem 
tud valaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem en egyet! 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 
............................................................................................................................ 



(13) A cegek tevekenysegeböl fakadö kärok környezeti es Q Egyetert 
tärsadalmi ellentetelezesere elegendö az üzemanyag adö'a. Ob 

Nem ert egyet 

Q Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 

(14) A közüti fuvarozasi ägazat privatizaciöjara megfelelö 
Q Egyetert 

mödszer a meglevö cegek feldaraboläsa, es reszenkenti 
ertekesitese. 

Q Nem ert egget 

EI Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse lä, ha nem en egyet! 

(15) A köznti fuvarozäsi ägazat privatizäciöjära megfelelö Q Egyetert 
mödszer a tärsasägok jelenlegi fonndban törtdnö 
ertekesitese tendereztetes reven. 

0 Nem ert egget 

Q Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 
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(16) A közun fuvarozasi agazat privatizaciojara megfelelo gyetert 
mödszer a reszvenytärsasaggä alaid s, sa cegek 
t6zsdei enekesitese. DNem ert egget 

QNem tud välaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem en egyet! 

(17) A közt ti fuvarozdsi ägazat privatizäciöjdra megfelelö QEgyetert 

mödszer a reszvenytärsasäggä alakitäs; melyet követöen 
a reszvenyek egy reszet a korkedvezmenyes nyugdijazästDNem en egyet 
önkent vdilalök ösztönzesere. maradekat pedig alkalmazotti 
reszvenykent hasznälnäk fel. ONem tud vilaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 

(18) A köztiti fuvarozäsi ägazat privatizäciöja soran az egyik DEgyetert 
legsülvosabb problema amivel szimolni kell: a növekvö 
munkanelküliseg. QNem ert egyet 

QNem tud välaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem en egyet! 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 
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(19) A privatizäciö egyik fontos kerdese, hogy hogyan kepes DEgyetert 

a kormänyzat az elbocsäjtott alkalmazottaknak üj 
munkahelyet biztositani, ätkepezni 6ketilletve biztositaniONem ert egyet 
sz mulm a munkanelküli segelyt. 

Dtem tud vilaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 

(20) A növekv6 munkanelküliseg problemäjära megoldäst QEgyetert 
jelenthet, ha a fuvarozäsi cegek eladäsäbol szimaaö 
bevetelt üj, kisebb fuvarozäsi vällalkozäsok tämogatäsäraDNem ert egyet 
forditjäk. 

[lNem tud välaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 

(21) A fejlödd orszägokban a köniti fuvarozäsi ägazat DEgyetert 

privatizäciöja sorän az egyik legnagyobb problema 
a tökehidny. ONem ert egyct 

DNem tud välaszolni 

Kemm, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 
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(22) A tökehiany problernäja elkerülheto, ha az ällami (itt QEgyetert 
MIIIIIII /I 

els6sorban fuvarozasi) cegek ertekesttese soran lehetose 
van kfiilföldi töke bevonäsära. 

U 
Nem ert egyet 

Q Nem tud vgaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 

(23) Ha szabad utat engedünk a nemzetközi tökenek az QEgyetert 

ällami cegek felväsärlasähoz, akkor az agazat külföldi 
ellenorzes alä kerül. QNem ert egyet 

QNem tud vilaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse Id, ha nem ert egyet! 

(24) A hazai fuvarozäs külföldi ellenörzes alä kerülese QEgyetert 

megakadälyozhatö, ha maximäljäk a külföldiek ältal 
az egyes cegeken belül megszerezhetö tulajdonreszt. QNem ert egyet 

QNem 
tud vilaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 
............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 
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(25) Ahhoz, hogy elkerüljiik a hazai fuvarozäs kiilföldi QEgyetert 

ellenöries a1ä kerüleset, a koimänyzatnak a cegek 
reszvenyeit kamatmentes hitellel az alkalmazottaknak 

QNem ert egyet 
kellene eladnia. Q Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 

(26) A különbözö fuvaroz6si cegek eseteben különbözö QEgyetert 

privatizäciös mödszereket kell alkalmazni ( p1.: csak a 
cegvezetest privatizäljäk, vagy a cegvezetest is aQ Nem ert egyet 
cegtulajdont is ). 

Q Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egget! 

(27) A privatizäciö sikeressege endekeben fontos, hogy QEgyetert 

szelesebb tulajdonosi reteg alakuljon ki, ezert alacsony 
nevertekü reszvenyekre van szükseg. QNem en egyet 

QNem 
tud välaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem en egyet! 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 
............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 
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(28) A közütifuvarozäs privatizäcioja nem jelenthetiaz ällamiDEgyetert 
tämogatäsok teljes megvonäsät. Bizonyos területek 
toväbbra is tämogatäsra szorulnak. QNem ert egyet 

QNem tud välaszolni 

Kenem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 

(29) Ha megfizettetjük a fuvarozökkal tevekenysegdk DEgyetert 

környezeti is tärsadalmi költsegeit, az r6vid tävon a 
fuvardijak emelkedeset vonja maga utän. QNem ert egyet 

QNem tud výlaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 

(30) Közep- es hosszütävon a költsegnövekedest, amely a DEgyetert 

kazok ellentetelezeseböl es csökkenteseböl adödik, a 
fuvarozök nem häritjäk it az ügyfelekre, igy az ärak nemDNem ert egyet 
lesznek nil magasak. 

QNem tud vilaszolni 

Kerem, fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet! 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................ 
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APPENDIX Q. 

DELPHI TECHNIQUE. 

ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST ROUND. 

Table (1): Analysis of the Replies ... Egypt. 

Table (2): Analysis of the Replies ... Hungary. 

Table (3): Analysis of Opinion Expressed. 

Table (4): Analysis of Opinion Expressed (Percentage). 
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Table 1: Delphi Technique.. First Round 
Analysis of the Replies.. Egypt. 

A Agree. 
D Disagree. 
U Unable To Comment. 

No. Statements A D U 

1 Privatisation will inevitably create a more efficient, 22 1 0 
flexible and dynamic road freight industry. 

2 Competition is the most important element for a high 21 2 0 
quality road freight industry. 

3 To maximize profits should be the main objective for 15 8 0 
road freight management under privatisation. 

4 Under the privatisation of road haulage, the size of the 19 2 2 
state sector should be minimized as much as possible. 

By privatising the road freight industry, there will be an 
5 opportunity to release more governmental money for 10 12 1 

spending on transport infrastructure (especially roads). 

Road freight customers will benefit from privatising the 
6 industry in terms of lower charges. 18 5 0 

Road freight customers will benefit from privatising the 
7 industry in terms of a better quality of services. 23 0 0 

Negative results might result from excessive competition 
in the transport sector. Therefore, a form of regulation of 

8 the competition should applied by the government to save 15 8 0 
the operators' profitability. 

It is not necessary to regulate competition in road freight 
9 through the government, because the freight operators can 4 19 0 

do it voluntarily through self-regulation. 

A privatised, deregulated road haulage industry requires a 
10 legal distinction to be made by the government between 18 4 1 

own account operators (companies carrying their own 
goods), and professional operators (companies carrying 

goods of others) 

11 Under privatisation, identifying areas where cost 22 1 0 
reduction could be made is the main task for road freight 

management. 

12 Under privatisation, road freight operators should pay for 15 6 2 
the damage to the environment resulting from running 

their operations. 

13 A tax on fuel is adequate to cover the social and 5 11 7 

environmental costs resulting from road freight 
operations. 

Continued.. 
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Table 1: continued 
Delphi Technique.. First Round 
Analysis of the Replies.. Egypt. 

A Agree. 
D Disagree. 
U Unable To Comment. 

No. Statements A D U 

14 A good way to achieve privatisation of the road haulage 4 17 2 
industry is to dissolve the existing companies and sell off all 

their assets. 

15 A good way to achieve privatisation of the road haulage 3 17 3 
industry is to sell off the companies, in their existing form, 

through tenders. 

A good way to achieve privatisation of the road haulage 
16 industry is to transfer the companies' assets to shares, which 13 9 1 

could be sold through the stock exchange. 
A good way to achieve privatisation of the road haulage 

industry is to transfer the companies' assets to shares, using 
17 part of these shares to encourage early and voluntary 12 9 2 

retirement of the employees and use the remaining shares as 
workers shares. 

18 Increased unemployment is one of the most important 17 4 2 
problems to face the privatisation of the road freight 

industry. 

The ability of the government to pay for the dismissed 
19 employees (as a result of privatisation), or re-training them, 22 1 0 

or transfer them to other activities is one of the problems 
facing the privatisation process. 

The problem of increased unemployment could be overcome 
20 by employing revenue from selling state sector road haulage 15 6 2 

companies to encourage new small road haulage businesses. 

The lack of available capital is one of the most important 
21 problems facing the privatisation process of the road freight 16 6 1 

industry in the developing countries. 

The problem of the lack of available capital could be 
22 avoided by allowing foreign capital to buy the assets of the 8 13 2 

state sector (particularly road haulage). 

23 Foreign control over the road freight industry will result if 17 4 2 
foreign capital is allowed to buy state assets in the road 

freight industry. 

The problem of foreign capital control over the road freight 
24 industry, could be avoided by determining a maximum 16 5 2 

percentage for the capital owned by a foreigner in the road 
haulage companies. 

Continued.. 
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Table 1: continued. 
Delphi Technique.. First Round 
Analysis of the Replies.. Egypt. 

A Agree. 
D Disagree. 
U Unable To Comment. 

No. Statements A D U 

To avoid the problem of foreign capital control over the 
road freight industry, the government should sell the 

25 shares of the state road haulage companies to their 19 4 0 
existing employees with interest free credit. 

Different state sector road haulage companies require 
26 different forms of privatisation (eg. privatising 19 4 0 

management only or privatising both management and 
ownership). 

A wider base of popular: capitalism is an important 
27 element to achieve successful privatisation of the road 18 5 0 

haulage industry, and requires low priced shares. 

Privatisation should not mean withdrawing the subsidies 
28 totally from the transport industry. Some parts of the 16 7 0 

transport system need to be supported. 

Making private road haulage pay for social and 
29 environment costs will result in price increases in the 18 2 3 

short term. 

In the medium and long terms, cost increases, resulting 
30 from private road haulage paying for social and 17 5 1 

environment costs, will be absorbed by the industry and 
prices will not be too high. 
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Table 2: Delphi Technique.. First Round 
Analysis of the Replies.. Hungary. 

A Agree. 
D Disagree. 
U Unable To Comment. 

No. Statements A D U 

1 Privatisation will inevitably create a more efficient, 12 0 0 
flexible and dynamic road freight industry. 

2 Competition is the most important element for a high 11 0 1 
quality road freight industry. 

3 To maximize profits should be the main objective for 6 5 1 
road freight management under privatisation. 

4 Under the privatisation of road haulage, the size of the 8 4 0 
state sector should be minimized as much. as possible. 

By privatising the road freight industry, there will be an 
5 opportunity to release more governmental money for 7 3 2 

spending on transport infrastructure (especially roads). 

6 Road freight customers will benefit from privatising the 8 4 0 
industry in terms of lower charges. 

7 Road freight customers will benefit from privatising the 12 0 0 
industry in terms of a better quality of services. 

Negative results might result from excessive competition 
8 in the transport sector. Therefore, a form of regulation of 8 3 1 

the competition should applied by the government to save 
the operators' profitability. 

It is not necessary to regulate competition in road freight 
9 through the government, because the freight operators can 2 9 1 

do it voluntairly through self-regulation. 

A privatised, deregulated road haulage industry requires a 
10 legal distinction to be made by the government between 8 2 2 

own account operators (companies carrying their own 
goods), and professional operators -(companies carrying 

goods of others). 

Under privatisation, identifying areas where cost 
11 reduction could be made is the main task for road freight 10 1 1 

management. 

Under privatisation, road freight operators should pay for 
12 the damage to the environment resulting from running 10 2 0 

their operations. 

13 A tax on fuel is adequate to cover the social and 5 7 0 
environmental costs resulting from road freight 

operations. 

Continued.. 
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Table 2: continued 
Delphi Technique.. First Round 
Analysis of the Replies.. Hungary. 

A Agree. 
D Disagree. 
U Unable To Comment. 

No. Statements A D U 

14 A good way to achieve privatisation of the road haulage 0 10 2 
industry is to dissolve the existing companies and sell off all 

their assets. 

A good way to achieve privatisation of the road haulage 
15 industry is to sell off the companies, in their existing form, 6 5 1 

through tenders. 

A good way to achieve privatisation of the road haulage 
16 industry is to transfer the companies' assets to shares, which -4 8 0 

could be sold through the exchange stock. 

A good way to achieve privatisation of the road haulage 
17 industry is to transfer the companies' assets to shares, using 3 6 3 

part of these shares to encourage early and voluntary 
retirement of the employees and use the remaining shares as 

workers shares. 

18 Increased unemployment is one of the most important 3 9 0 
problems to face the privatisation of the road freight industry. 

The ability of the government to pay for the dismissed 
19 employees (as a result of privatisation), or re-training them, or 9 2 1 

transfer them to other activities is one of the problems facing 
the privatisation process. 

The problem of increased unemployment could be overcome 
20 by employing revenue from selling state sector road haulage 4 6 2 

companies to encourage new small road haulage businesses. 

The lack of available capital is one of the most important 
21 problems facing the privatisation process of the road freight 12 0 0 

industry in the developing countries. 

The problem of the lack of available capital could be -avoided 
22 by allowing foreign capital to buy the assets of the state sector 12 

.0 
0 

(particularly road haulage). 

Foreign control over the road freight industry will result if 
23 foreign capital is allowed to buy state assets in the road freight 7 3 2 

industry. 

The problem of foreign capital control over the road freight 
24 industry, could be avoided by determining a maximum 10 1 1 

percentage for the capital owned by a foreigner in the road 
haulage companies. 

Continued.. 
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Table 2: continued 
Delphi Technique.. First Round 
Analysis of the Replies.. Hungary. 

A Agree. 
D Disagree. 
U Unable To Comment. 

No. Statements A D U 

To avoid the problem of foreign capital control over the 
road freight industry, the government should sell the 

25 shares of the state road haulage companies to their 4 6 2 
existing employees with interest free credit. 

Different state sector road haulage companies require 
26 different forms of privatisation (eg. privatising 9 0 3 

management only or privatising both management and 
ownership). 

A wider base of popular capitalism is an important 
27 element to achieve successful privatisation of the road 7 3 2 

haulage industry, and requires low priced shares. 

Privatisation should not mean withdrawing the subsidies 
28 totally from the transport industry. Some parts of the 10 0 2 

transport system need to be supported. 

Making private road haulage pay for social and 
29 environment costs will result in price increases in the 11 1 0 

short term. 

In the medium and long terms, cost increases, resulting 
30 from private road haulage paying for social and 7 4 

environment costs, will be absorbed by the industry and 
prices will not be too high. 
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Table 3: Delphi Technique .. First Round 
Analysis of Opinion Expressed 

A Number Agreed. 
D Number Disagreed. 
0 Total Number Expressing Opinion. 
(*) Majority Opinions. I 

Sta. Egypt Hungary 

No. A D 0 A D 0 

1 22* 1 23 12* 0 12 

2 21* 2 23 11*" 0 11 

3 15* 8 23 6* 5 11 

4 19* 2 21 8* 4 12 

5 10 12* 22 7* 3 10 

6 18* 5 23 8* 4 12 

7 23* 0 23 12* 0 12 

8 15* 8 23 8* 3 11 

9 4 19* 23 2 9* 11 

10 18* 4 22 8* 2 10 

11 22* 1 23 10* 1 11 

12 15* 6 21 10* 2 12 

13 5 11* 16 5 7* 12 

14 4 17* 21 0 10* 10 

15 3 17* 20 6* 5 11 

16 13* 9 22 4 8* 12 

17 12* 9 21 3 6* 9 

18 17* 4 21 3 9* 12 

19 22* 1 23 9* 2 11 

20 15* 6 21 4 6* 10 

21 6 16* 22 12* 0 12 

Continued.. 
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Table 3: continued 
Delphi Technique.. First Round. 
Analysis of Opinion Expressed. 

A Number Agreed. 
D Number Disagreed. 
0 Total Number Expressing Opinion. 
(*) Majority Opinions. 

Sta. Egypt Hungary 

No. A D 0 A D 0 

22 8 13* 21 12* 0 12 

23 17* 4 21 7*" 3 10 

24 16* 4 20 10* 1 11 

25 19* 4 23 4 6* 10 

26 19* 4 23 9* 0 9 

27 18* 5 23 7* 3 10 

28 16* 7 23 10* 0 10 

29 18* 2 20 11* 1 12 

30 17* 5 22 7* 4 11 

TOTAL 407 105 654 200 61 329 

Table 4: Delphi Technique.. First Round. 
Analysis of Opinion Expressed.. Percentage (%). 

Sta. Egypt Hungary 

No. Agree Disagree Agree Disagree 

1 95.6 4.4 100 0 

2 91.3 8.7 100 0 

3 65.2 34.8 54.5 45.5 

4 90.5 9.5 66.7 33.3 

5 45.5 54.5 70.0 30.0 

ontlnued ... 
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Table 4: continued 
Delphi Technique.. First Round 
Analysis of Opinion Expressed.. Percentage (%). 

Sta. Egypt Hungary 

No. Agree Disagree Agree Disagree 

6 78.3 21.7 66.7 33.3 

7 100 0 100 0 

8 65.2 34.8 72.7 27.3 

9 17.4 82.6 18.2 81.8 

10 81.8 18.2 80.0 20.0 

11 95.6 4.4 90.9 9.1 

12 71.4 28.6 83.3 16.7 

13 31.3 68.7 41.7 58.3 

14 19.0 81.0 0 100 

15 15.0 85.0 54.5 45.5 

16 59.1 40.9 33.3 66.7 

17 57.1 42.8 33.3 66.7 

18 81.0 19.0 25.0 75.0 

19 95.6 4.4 81.8 18.2 

20 71.4 28.6 40.0 60 

21 27.3 72.7 100 0 

22 38.1 61.9 100 0 

23 81.0 19.0 70.0 30.0 

24 76.2 23.8 90.9 9.1 

25 82.6 17.4 40.0 60.0 

26 82.6 17.4 100 0 

27 78.3 21.7 70.0 30.0 

28 69.6 30.4 100 0 

29 90.0 10.0 91.7 8.3 

30 77.3 22.7 63.6 36.4 
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Table 5: Degree of Consensus for the conceptual categories. 

(1) Impact of privatisation on the road freight industry. 

Statment Egypt Hungary 

Number Agree Disagree Total Agree Disagree Total 

1 22 1 23 12 0 12 

2 21 2 23 11 0 11 

4 19 2 21 8 4 12 

5 10 12 22 7 3 10 

6 18 5 23 8 4 12 

7 23 0 23 12 0 12 

8 15 8 23 8 3 11 

9 4 19 23 2 9 11 

10 18 4 22 8 2 10 

28 16 7 23 10 0 10 

Total 166 60 226 86 25 111 

% 73.5 26.5 --- 77.5 22.5 --- 

(2) Role of freight management under privatisation. 

Statment Egypt Hungary 

Number Agree Disagree Total Agree Disagree Total 

3 15 8 22 6 5 11 

11 22 1 23 10 1 11 

Total 37 9 46 16 6 22 

% 80.4 19.6 -- 72.7 27.3 --- 

Continued .. 
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Table S: continued. 
Degree of Consensus for the conceptual categories. 

p) Des meunuu ujL avieving privansauon of the roan ireignt inaustry 

Statment Egypt Hungary 

Number Agree Disagree Total Agree Disagree Total 

14 4 17 21 0 10 10 

15 3 17 20 6 5 11 

16 13 9 22 4 8 12 

17 12 9 21 3 6 9 

26 19 4 23 9 0 9 

27 18 5 23 7 3 10 

Total 69 61 130 29 32 61 

% 53.1 46.9 --- 47.5 52.5 -L -- 

11 

(4) Macroeconomic problems facing privatisation on the road freight industry. 

Statment Egypt Hungary 

Number Agree Disagree Total Agree Disagree Total 

18 17 4 21 3 9 12 

19 22 1 23 9 2 11 

20 15 6 21 4 6 10 

21 6 16 22 12 0 12 

22 8 13 21 12 0 12 

23 17 4 21 7 3 10 

24 16 4 20 10 1 11 

25 19 4 23 4 6 10 

Total 120 52 172 61 27 88 

% 69.8 30.2 --- 69.3 30.7 --- 

Continued .. 
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Table S: continued 
Degree of Consensus for the conceptual categories. 

(5) The external cost of road freight under privatisation. 

Statment Egypt Hungary 

Number Agree Disagree Total Agree Disagree Total 

12 15 6 21 10 2 12 

13 5 11 16 5 7 12 

29 18 2 20 11 1 12 

30 17 5 22 7 4 11 

Total 55 24 79 33 14 47 

% 69.6 30.4 --- 70.2 29.8 -- 
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APPENDIX Ejý. 

DELPHI TECHNIQUE. 

SECOND ROUND SURVEY. 

(1) Covering Letter. 

(2) Second Round Questionnaire (Egypt). 

(3) Second Round Questionnaire (Hungary). 
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30 June 1995 

Dear Sir 

Z >4 
O ,r 

44 L YM O 

Institute of Marine Studies 
University of Plymouth 
Drake Circus 
Phmouth 
Devon PL4 8AA 
United Kingdom 

Telephone: 01752 232407 
Fax: 01752 232406 

Dr A. Redfern. 
k. xva Maarr. B. \. PhD. MRI\. FNI 
Head of Institute 

Thank you for your participation in the first round of my study of privatisation and road 
freight transport using the Delphi Technique. There was general agreement on seventeen 
statements in the first round. The other thirteen statements did not have majority opinions, 
and are used in this second round questionnaire. In this round, the questionnaire includes the 
original thirteen statements, with the comments received from the panellists in the first round. 

May I ask you to reconsider the original statements and the comments attached to each one, 
and supply me with your opinion in terms of agree, disagree or unable to comment, for these 
replies. 

I would like to emphasise the importance of reading all of the replies, as well as all the 
questionnaire, before supplying your opinions. 

I would be grateful if you could return the completed questionnaire within three days if 
possible. 

It is most important that you respond, because this is the final round of the survey. 

Please find enclosed a pre-paid, self addressed envelope. 

Thanking you in anticipation. 

Yours faithfully 

Nabil Abdel-Fattah 



University Of Plymouth. 

Centre for Int. Shipping&Transport_ 

Delphi Questionnaire 

2nd Round - Egypt 

1995 



(1) The Original Statement: 

To maximize profits should be the main objective for road 
freight management under privatisation. 

Respondents nave the following rev-lies disaareeinq with the 
above statement. Would yojpjsaßt tick the appropriate box 
for your opinion of the_revi_sed statement. 

1.1 The original statement is not valid because it is not 
the case for cooperatives. 

Agree. 
0 

Disagree. 
0 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

1.2 The original statement is not valid, because to improve 
the quality of service should be the main objective. 

Agree. Disagree. 
0 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

1.3 The original statement is not valid because the main 
target f or the management should be to improve the 
services and reduce the cost, then maximizing profits 
could be achieved. 

Agree. 
11 

Disagree. Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 
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(2) The Original Statement: 

By privatising the road freight industry, there will be an 
opportunity to release more governmental money for spending 
on transport infrastructure (especially roads). 

Respondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 
above statement. Would you please tick the appropriate box 
for your opinion of the revised statement. 

2.1 The original statement is not valid, because the 
government does not subsidise state sector road freight 
companies. 

Agree. 
ED 

Disagree. 
E3 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

2.2 The original statement is not valid, because there is 
no relation between privatisation and an increase in 
public spending on roads. 

Agree. Disagree. 
ED 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

2.3 The original statement is not valid, because license 
revenue in Egypt is more than the actual spend on road 
improvement and maintenance. 

Agree. 
D 

Disagree. 
El 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 
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2.4 The original statement is not valid, because no one can 
be sure about that. 

Agree. 
0 

Disagree. 
ED 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

2.5 The original statement is not valid, because it depends 
on the government's approach to public spending. 

ED 
Agree. 

EI 
Disagree. 

0 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

(3) The Original Statement: 

Negative results might result from excessive competition in 
the transport sector. Therefore, a form of regulation of 
the competition should applied by the government to save the 
operators' profitability. 

for your opinion of the revised statement. 

3.1 The original statement is not valid, because it is not 
the government's role to ensure the operators, 
profitability, its role is to ensure the balance 
between the demand and supply in the market. 

Agree. 
11 

Disagree. 
El 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 
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3.2 The original statement is not valid, because it is 
necessary to protect both the operators and the 
customers. 

Agree. 
1] 

Disagree. F-I Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

3.3 The original statement is not valid because the 
government should ensure the balance between the 
operators' and customers' benefits. 

Agree. 
El 

Disagree. 
ED 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

3.4 The original statement is not valid because the role 
of the government in regulating the competition is 
critical in the early stage of privatisation, but later 
the government should leave that role to the market 
mechanism. 

Agree. 
13 

Disagree. 
El 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 
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(4) The Original Statement: 

Under privatisation, road freight operators should pay for 
the damage to the environment resulting from running their 
operations. 

Respondents gave 
above statement. 

the fol 
Would 

lowing rep 
you please 

lies disagreeing with the 
tick the appropriate box 

for your opinion of the revised statement. 

4.1 The original statement is not valid, because it will 
result in price increases. 

Agree. 
M 

Disagree. 
11 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

4.2 The original statement is not valid before finding a 
suitable and adequate method to calculate these costs. 

Agree. 
0 

Disagree. 
ED 

Unable To Comment. 

Please comment (if you disagree). 

4.3 The original statement is not valid because as a 
principle it is acceptable, but the application should 
be gradually. 

Agree. 
F-I 

Disagree. 
13 

Unable To Comment. 

Please Comment (if you disagree). 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
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4.4 The original statement is not valid because all the 
operators should pay for the externalities, whether 
private or state sector. 

ED 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 

Please Comment (if you disagree). 

(5) The Original Statement: 

A tax on fuel is adequate to cover the social and 
environment costs resulting from road freight operations. 

Respondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 
above statement. Would you please tick the appropriate box 
for your opinion of the revi. sed statement. 

5.1 The original statement not valid, because tax on fuel 
in Egypt has other objectives, for example to improve 
roads. It is not to cover the social and environment 
costs. 

Agree. 
ED 

Disagree. 
El 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

5.2 The original statement not valid, because some 
research is needed to determine the cost of damage to 
the environment caused by lorries. External taxes might 
be needed. 

El 
Agree. 

1: 1 
Disagree. 

El 
Unable To Comment. 

Please Comment (if you disagree). 
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5.3 The original statement is not valid, because tax on 
fuel is not the best way to charge the cost of damage 
to the environment resulting from freight operations, 
there is, for example tax on tyres. 

El 
Agree. 

El 
Disagree. 

0 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

5.4 The original statement is not valid, because it depends 
on the amount of this tax and whether it covers the 
cost or not. 

0 
Agree. 

EI 
Disagree. 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

5.5 The original statement is not valid, because tax on 
fuel covers all motor vehicle, there is a need for a 
separate tax on goods vehicles. 

Agree. 
r1 

Disagree. 
13 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 
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5.6 The original statement is not valid, because tax on 
fuel is not enough to cover the social and 
environmental costs of goods vehicles, because their 
externalities are more than just air pollution. 

El 
Agree. 

13 
Disagree. 

El 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

(6) The Original Statement: 

A good way to achieve privatisation of the road haulage 
industry is to transfer the companies' assets to shares, 
which could be sold through the stock exchange. 

Agree. 
13 

Disagree. 
0 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

6.2 The original statement is not valid. Although it could 
be a good way to privatise the industry, it first 
requires financial restructuring for the companies. 

ED 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

D 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

A9 

AN 

6.1 The original statement is not valid, because it is not 
always the ideal solution. It depends on the financial 
and technical situation of the company. 



6.3 The original statement is not valid, because in the 
current situation of the state sector companies, where 
there is too much employment, heavy debt, and old 
fleets, it is not easy to find a buyer. 

El 
Agree. 

M 
Disagree. 

11 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

(7) The Original Statement: 

A good way to achieve privatisation of the road haulage 
industry is to transfer the companies' assets to shares, 
using part of these shares to encourage early and voluntary 
retirement of the employees and use the remaining shares as 
workers shares. 

EI 
Agree. 

EI 
Disagree. 

13 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 
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7.1 The original statement-is not valid. Although it could 
be a way to privatise the industry, it is not the best 
way. 



7.2 The original statement is not valid, because there 
should be a solution to all the companies, ' debt 
problems first. Only then the assets should be 
transfered. 

Agree. 
F-I 

Disagree. 
13 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

7.3 The original statement is not valid, because to put the 
shares in the stock exchange is better, where it will 
give a good evaluation of the companies t value from the 
standpoint of the national economy. 

Agree. 
0 

Disagree. 
0 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

7.4 The original statement is not valid, because in the 
current situation of the state sector companies, where 
there is too much employment, heavy debt, and old 
fleets, it is unjust for the employees. 

Agree. 
ED 

Disagree. 
0 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please comment (if you disagree). 

fig) The original Statement: 

The problem of increased unemployment could be overcome by 
employing revenue from selling state sector road haulage 
companies to encourage new small road haulage businesses. 

11 
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Respondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 

0 

8.1 The original statement is not valid, because the 
revenue will be used to pay the companies' debts. 

El 
Agree. 

El 
Disagree. 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

8.2 The original statement is not valid, because it dose 
not have to be a small road haulage businesses. 

El 
Agree. 

0 
Disagree. Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

------------------- -------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

8.3 The original statement is not valid, because only a 
part of the revenue should be used, not all of it. 

Agree. 
0 

Disagree. 
0 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

8.4 The original statement is not valid, because the 

cooperatives cover the market need, if there is any 
shortage in the supply they will cover it, so there is 

no place for any new business in the road freight 
market. 
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ED 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please comment (if you disagree). 

(9) The Original Statement: 

The lack of available capital is one of the most important 
problems facing the privatisation process of the road 
freight industry in the developing countries. 

for your opinion of the revised statement. 

9.1 The original statement is not valid, because there is 
no shortage of the local savings and capital. 

ED 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

ID 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

9.2 The original statement is not valid, because companies' 
debts and unavailability of data about these companies 
are the most important problems. 

Agree. 
0 

Disagree. 
0 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

9.3 The original statement is not valid, because the demand 
for such services plays the critical role. 
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ED 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

0 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

9.4 The original statement is not valid, because total 
local savings in banks is more than the estimated value 
of these companies, but the people trust bank savings 
more than investment in companies' shares. 

Agree. 
11 

Disagree. Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

(10) The Original Statement: 

The problem of the lack of available capital could be 

avoided by allowing foreign capital to buy the assets of the 
state sector (particularly road haulage). 

Agree. 
El 

Disagree. 
1-1 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

14 

10.1 The original statement is not valid, because there is 
no shortage of local savings and capital. 



10.2 The original statement is not valid, because the 
investment law, passed in 1989, already allows foreign 
capital to invest in Egypt. 

Agree. 
11 

Disagree. 
13 

Unable To Comment. 

Please Comment (if you disagree). 

10.3 The original statement is not valid, because the road 
freight sector is a strategic sector, so the foreign 
capital shares in the company should be less than 50 
per cent to avoid foreign capital control. 

Agree. 
0 

Disagree. 
0 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

10.4 The original statement is not valid, because it could 
be better if it comes in the form of joint venture 
companies. 

Agree. 
ED 

Disagree. 
ED 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

(11) The original statement: 

The problem of foreign capital control over the road freight 
industry, could be avoided by determining a maximum 
percentage for the capital owned by a foreigner in the road 
haulage companies. 

15 
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espondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 
above statement. Would you please tick the appropriate box 
for your opinion of the revi sed statement. 

11.1 The original statement is not valid, because the 
investment law already determines this percentage. 

ED 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. ED 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

11.2 The original statement is not valid, because it could 
be where there is a threat of foreign control. 

Agree. 
ED 

Disagree. 
0 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

11.3 The original statement is not valid, because the 
ownership should be free to anyone. There is a law and 
regulations to avoid foreign control over the national 
economy, not only the road freight industry. 

Agree. 
1J 

Disagree. 
D 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

11.4 The original statement is not valid, because it is a 
theoretical assumption. All the companies are loss- 
maker, non of the foreign investors will take the risk 
of buying a loss-making company. 
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ED 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

11 
Unable To Comment. 

Please Comment (if you disagree). 

(12) The Original Statement: 

Privatisation should not mean withdrawing the subsidies 
totally from the transport industry. Some parts of the 
transport system need to be supported. 

Respondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 

0 

12.1 The original statement is not valid, because there is 
no subsidy now for the road freight industry. 

Agree. 
0 

Disagree. 
El 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

12.2 The original statement is not valid, because the 
subsidies have negative results on the performance. 

Agree. Disagree. 
ED 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

17 



12.3 The original statement is not valid, because there 
should be subsidies only in the case of passenger 
transport, to support some social categories and/or 
achieve some targets, for example provide services to 
remote areas. 

Agree. 
13 

Disagree. 13 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

12.4 The original statement is not valid, because with 
application of market economy and privatisation, 
subsidy should withdrawn totally, except in passenger 
transport, and where should be in the form of social 
allowances. 

ED 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

(13) The Original Statement: 

In the medium and long terms, cost increases, resulting from 
private road haulage paying for social and environmental 
costs, will be absorbed by the industry and prices will not 
be too high. 

for your opinion of the revised statement. 

13.1 The original statement is not valid, because any 
increase in the operational costs will result directly 
in price increases. 

ED 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

El 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

18 



13.2 The original statement is not valid, because it depends 
on the capability of the companies to reduce costs. 

Agree. 
11 

Disagree. 
El 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

13.3 The original statement is not valid, because profit is 
the motivation of the private sector, any increase in 
costs will transferred to prices, and even if the 
company could make cost reductions, it will benefit in 
terms of increased profits, not reduced prices. 

Agree. 
El 

Disagree. 
0 

Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 

13.4 The original statement is not valid, although it could 
be on the long term, when the number of firms is 
increased and competition works at its best, but even 
in the medium term the prices will be too high. 

ED 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 

= Please Comment (if you disagree). 
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30 June 1995 

Dear Sir 

4c 
ALyMOJ 

Institute of Marine Studies 
University of Plymouth 
Drake Circus 
Plymouth 
Devon PL4 8AA 
United Kingdom 

Telephone: 01732 232407 
Fax: 01752 232406 
E-mail: aredfem0plvmouth. ac. uk 

Dr A. Redfern. 
Extra Master. BA. PhD. FAIN. FNI 
Head of Institute 

Thank you for your participation in the first round of my study of privatisation and road 
freight transport using the Delphi Technique. There was general agreement on fifteen 

statements in the first round. The other fifteen statements did not have majority opinions, and 
are used in this second round questionnaire. In this round, the questionnaire includes the 

original fifteen statements, with the comments received from the panellists in the first round. 

May I ask you to reconsider the original statements and the comments attached to each one, 
and supply me with your opinion in terms of agree, disagree or unable to comment, for these 
replies. 

I would like to emphasise the importance of reading all of the replies, as well as all the 

questionnaire, before supplying your opinions. 

I would be grateful if you could return the completed questionnaire within three days if 

possible. 

It is most important that you respond, because this is the final round of the survey. 

Please find enclosed a pre-paid, self addressed envelope. 

Thanking you in anticipation. 

Yours faithfully 

labil Abdel. Fattah 
THE QUEEN'S 

ANNIVERSARY PRIZES 

ºn. H u. w. n.. (ouc 

1994 
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13 September 1995 

Dear Sir 

�Z; - 1r3 

O ,r v* 

W, 

4, Zý 

Institute of Marine Studies 
University of Plymouth 
Drake Circus 
Plymouth 
Devon PL4 8AA 
United Kingdom 

Telephone: 01752 232407 
Fax: 01752 232406 
E-mail: aredfern@plymouth. ac. uk 

Dr A. Redfern. 
Extra blaster. BA. PhD. FRIN. FNI 
Head of Institute 

I would like to let you know that I have not yet received the completed questionnaire of the 
second round of a Delphi survey, which I sent early in July. 

However, another copy of the questionnaire, with its covering letter, and pre-paid, self. 
addressed envelope are attached. I will be grateful if you could return the completed 
questionnaire as soon as possible. 

Thanking you in anticipation. 

Yours faithfully 

Nabil Abdel-Fattah 

' THE QUEEN'S 

ANNIVERSARY PRIZES 

1994 



University of Plymouth. 

Institute of Marine Studies. 

Centre for Int. Shipping&Transport. 

Delphi Questionnaire 

Second Round - Hungary 

June 1995 



(1) The Original Statement. 

To maximize profits should be the main objective for road 
freight management under privatisation. 

Respondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 
above statement. Would you Please tick the appropriate box 
for your opinion of the revised statement. 

1.1 The original statement is not valid, because in the 
long term the return on the investment is the most 
important, but I hope privatisation will increase the 
overall service level of transport too. 

Agree. Disagree. Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

1.2 The original statement is not valid. Although profits 
will be a high priority, I think in a competitive 
environment customer services and satisfaction will be 
the main objectives. 

Agree. 
El 

Disagree. 
0 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

1.3 The original statement is not valid, because quality 
of service has the priority. 

Agree. 
ED 

Disagree. 
ED 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 



1.4 The original statement is not valid, because it is most 
important is to get new vehicles to replace the old 
once, and to improve the quality of services. 

Agree. 
0 

Disagree. 
11 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(2) The Original Statement. 

Under privatisation of road haulage, the size of the state 
sector should be minimized as much as possible. 

Respondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 
above statement. Would You please tick the appropriate box 
for your opinion of the revised statement. 

2.1 The original statement is not valid, because some large 
operators are essential in the market. 

Agree. 
11 

Disagree. 
11 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

2.2 The original statement is not valid, because the state 
sector should be left to compete with the private 
sector. 

Agree. Disagree. 
11 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 
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2.3 The original statement is not valid, because reducing 
the governmental sector should be the objective instead 
of minimization. 

El 
Agree. 

0 
Disagree. Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

2.4 The original statement is not valid, because a part of 
the state companies should be kept working. 

Agree. 
El 

Disagree. 
11 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(3) The Original statement. 

By privatising the road freight industry, there will be an 
opportunity to release more governmental money for spending 
on transport infrastructure (especially roads). 

Respondents crave the following replies disagreeing with the 
above statement. Would you please tick the appropriate box 
fer your opinion of the revised statement. 

3.1 The original statement is not valid, because in an 
economy with a growing black market culture, much of 
the governmental money will be absorbed. 

ED 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 
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3.2 The original statement is not valid, because it depends 
on the tax system and the state Budget situation. 

Agree. 
El 

Disagree. 
11 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

3.3 The original statement is not valid, because it is only 
correct in theory. 

Agree. Disagree. 
EI 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

3.4 The original statement is not valid, because there is 
no connection between privatisation and the development 
of the roads network. 

Agree. 
El 

Disagree. 
El 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

ý4ý Th_ Original Statement. 

Road freight customers will benefit from privatising the 
industry in terms of lower charges. 

5 



Respondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 
above statement. Would you Please tick the appropriate box 
for your opinion of the revised statement. 

4.1 The original statement is not valid, because current 
domestic over-capacity has resulted in below 
replacement cost pricing. This limits the pace at which 
larger operators can invest and upgrade their fleets. 

El 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

11 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

4.2 The original statement is not valid, because the prices 
will not be necessarily lower, but the service level 
will be higher. 

ED 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

EI 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

4.3 The original statement is not valid, because lower 
prices can be beneficial, but the most important thing 
is the quality of services and the condition of the 
vehicles. 

Agree. 
0 

Disagree. 
11 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 
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(5) The Original Statement. 

Negative results might result from excessive competition in 
the transport sector. Therefore, a form of regulation of the 
competition should applied by the government to save the 
operators' profitability. 

Respondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 
above statement. Would You Please tick the appropriate box 
for your opinion of the revised statement. 

5.1 The original statement is not valid, because price 
control is counter-active to free competition. 

Agree. 
El 

Disagree. Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

5.2 The original statement is not valid, because 
competition should be free. 

Agree. 
M 

Disagree. Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

5.3 The original statement is not valid. Although negative 
results may occur in the short term, the long term will 
lead to the best companies ousting the poor quality 
companies. 

Agree. 
ED 

Disagree. 
0 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 
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(6) The Original Statement. 

Tax on fuel is adequate to cover the social and environment 
costs resulting from road freight operations. 

Respondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 
above statement. Would You please tick the appropriate box 
for your opinion of the revised statement. 

6.1 The original statement is not valid. Although tax on 
fuel should be used, other factors such as vehicle 
weight and axle numbers should be considered as well. 

El 
Agree. 

11 
Disagree. 

0 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

6.2 The original statement is not valid, because much more 
money should be devoted to environment protection. 

Agree. 
0 

Disagree. 
ED 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

6.3 The original statement is not valid, because 
environmental damages are more considerable. 

E3 
Agree. 

FI 
Disagree. 

0 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 
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6.4 The original statement is not valid, because taxes will 
not prevent the environmental damage. 

El 
Agree. 

0 
Disagree. 

11 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

6.5 The original statement is not valid, because tax on 
fuel must be reduced. This activity should be taxed 
separately. 

El 
Agree. 

EI 
Disagree. 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

6.6 The original statement is not valid, because tax on 
fuel is not enough in Hungary, and its use is not 
appropriate. 

Agree. 
11 

Disagree. 
ED 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(ý) The Original Statement. 

A good way to achieve privatisation of the road haulage 
industry is to sell off the companies, in their existing 
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form, through tenders. 

Respondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 
above statement. Would you please tick the appropriate box 
for Your opinion of the revised statement. 

7.1 The original statement is not valid, because the 
companies are too large to attract investment. 
Breakdown to smaller specialised units for sale is 
preferable. 

El 
Agree. 

0 
Disagree. 

El 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

7.2 The original statement is not valid, because the 
solution may be different each firm. 

El 
Agree. Disagree. 

E] 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

7.3 The original statement is not valid, because this is 
not the only solution. Methods should be combined. 

ED 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

7.4 The original statement is not valid, because the method 
is good, but not sufficient. 

10 



Agree. 
El 

Disagree. 
M 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

7.5 The original statement is not valid, because this is 
not the only solution. The solution will depend on the 
specific situation. 

Agree. 
0 

Disagree. 
0 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(S) The Original Statement. 

A good way to achieve privatisation of the road haulage 
industry is to transfer the companies' assets to shares, 
which could be sold through the stock exchange. 

above statement. Would you please tick the 
for your opinion of the revised statement. 

8.1 The original statement is not valid, because the 
situation in the road haulage market is not clear 
enough to put shares in the stock exchange. 

ED 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

8.2 The original statement is not valid, because the market 
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of shares is not yet stable enough. 

El 
Agree. 

El 
Disagree. 

11 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

8.3 The original statement is not valid, because there is 
no one particular method. One must be found for each 
company separately. 

ED 
Agree. 

El 
Disagree. 

0 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

8.4 The original statement is not valid, because this is 
one method, but it is not suitable for all companies. 

11 
Agree. 

EJ 
Disagree. 

El 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(9) Th= Original Statement. 

A good way to achieve privatisation of the road haulage 
industry is to transfer the companies' assets to shares, 
using part of these shares to encourage early and voluntary 
retirement of the employees and use the remaining shares as 
workers shares. 

Respondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 
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above statement. Would you please tick the appropriate box 
for your opinion of the revised statement. 

9.1 The original statement is not valid, because the one 
who retires will not buy these shares. The employees 
should have the entire company. 

Agree. Disagree. El 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

9.2 The original statement is not valid, because a partner 
with powerful financial background is needed. 

ED 
Agree. 

EI 
Disagree. 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

(10) The Original Statement. 

Increased unemployment is one of the most important problems 
to face the privatisation of the road freight industry. 

Agree. 
ED 

Disagree. 
ED 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

13 

10.1 The original statement is not valid. It is a problem, 
but it is not related to privatisation. 



10.2 The original statement is not valid. Although 
redundncies may occur from previous state owned 
companies, new intries to the market will also create 
jobs. 

Agree. 
0 

Disagree. 0 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

10.3 The original statement is not valid, because it would 
not be considerable. 

Agree. 
El 

Disagree. 
0 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

10.4 The original statement is not valid. I think most of 
those employed in this business can be employed after 
the privatisation too. 

Agree. 
11 

Disagree. 
1 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

10.5 The original statement is not valid. Unemployment can 
not be blamed on privatisation of transport only. It 
is in connection with the whole economy. 

El 
Agree. 

ED 
Disagree. 

El 
Unable To Comment. 
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- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(11) The Original Statement. 

The problem of increased unemployment could be overcome by 
employing revenue from selling state sector road haulage 
companies to encourage new small road haulage businesses. 

Respondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 
above statement. Would You please tick the appropriate box 
fnr your opinion of the revised statement. 

11.1 The original statement is not valid, because past 
policy results in too many firms consisting of owner- 
driver operating below cost, forcing profitability, 
quality and safety to a minimal level. 

11 
Agree. 

0 
Disagree. 

El 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

11.2 The original statement is not valid, because it is a 
only a momentary solution. Small firms would go 
bankrupt in market competition, which would cause more 
unemployment. 

Agree. 
ED 

Disagree. 
El 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

11.3 The original statement is not valid. It is only a very 
small part of the unemployment problem. 

15 



El 
Agree. 

EJ 
Disagree. 

El 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

11.4 The original statement is not valid, because the number 
of unemployed as a result of the privatisation does not 
require governmental intervention. 

El 
Agree. 

El 
Disagree. 

0 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

11.5 The original statement is not valid, because it depends 
on transport market situation. 

ED 
Agree. 

M 
Disagree. 

El 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(12) The Original Statement. 

Foreign control over the road freight industry will result 
if foreign capital is allowed to buy state assets in the 
road freight industry. 

Respondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 

above statement. Would you please tick the appropriate box 
for pour opinion of the revised statement. 

12.1 The original statement is not valid, because there are 
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too many foreign enterprises in this sector already. 

Agree. 
0 

Disagree. 
El 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

12.2 The original statement is not valid, because it will 
not be a problem under appropriate regulations. 

Agree. Disagree. 
0 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

12.3 The original ststement is not valid. It is not 
necessary to allow predominance by foreigners. 

El 
Agree. 

11 
Disagree. 

11 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

12.4 The original statement is not valid, because it will 
not be a problem if buying takes place in smaller 
parts. 

Agree. 
0 

Disagree. 
El 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 
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(13) The Original Statement. 

To avoid the problem of foreign capital control over the 
road freight industry, the government should sell the shares 
of the state road haulage companies to their existing 
employees with interest free credit. 

Respondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 
above statement. Would You please tick the appropriate box 
for your opinion of the revised statement. 

13.1 The original statement is not valid, because if you do 
not allow the foreign capital to come in, the new 
methods and professional skills would not come either. 

El 
Agree. 

El 
Disagree. 

El 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please comment (If you disagree). 

13.2 The original statement is not valid, because the sale 
should be open to both employees and others. 

ED 
Agree. 

El 
Disagree. 

ED 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

13.3 The original statement is not valid, because it could 
only be applicable in certain cases. 

Q 
Agree. 

0 
Disagree. 

0 
Unable To Comment. 

_ Please comment (If you disagree). 
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(14) The Original Statement. 

A wider base of popular capitalism is an important element 
to achieve successful privatisation of the road haulage 
industry, and requires low priced shares. 

Respondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 
above statement. Would you please tick the appropriate box 
for your opinion of the revised statement. 

14.1 The original statement is not valid, because given 
current economic environment in Hungary, investing in 
shares is unpopular as risky. 

Agree. 
ED 

Disagree. 
ED 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

14.2 The original statement is not valid, because it is most 
improtant that the owners provid the right conditions 
for success with a view to long term profitable 
investment. 

ED 
Agree. 

11 
Disagree. 

El 
Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

(15) The original Statement. 

In the medium and long terms, cost increases, resulting from 
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private road haulage paying for social and environment 
costs, will be absorbed by the industry and prices will not 
be too high. 

Respondents gave the following replies disagreeing with the 
above statement. Would you please tick the appropriate box 
for your opinion of the revised statement. 

15.1 The original statement is not valid, because 
transporters will shift the additional cost to the 
clients at once. 

Agree. 
El 

Disagree. 
El 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 

15.2 The original statement is not valid, because the 
participants in the market will push the increased 
costs as much as possible. 

Agree. 
0 

Disagree. 
11 

Unable To Comment. 

- Please Comment (If you disagree). 
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Tisztelt Uram (Holgyem). 

Institute of Marine Studies 
University of Plymouth 
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United Kingdom 
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Fax: 01752 232406 
E-mail: aredfern@plvmouth. ac. uk 

Dr A. Redfern. 
Extra Master. B. A. PhD, FRIN. FNI 
Head of Institute 

Egyetemünk altal az ön reszere juliusban küldött Delphi-Kerdöiure ezidäig meg nem tetszett 
välaszolni. 

Kerem tisztelettel egyeni tapasztalatai alapjýnn a mellekelt kerdöivet kitolteni es visszajuttatni 
hozzank. 

Ezzel nagyban nozzajärulna e kutatäsi teruleten folytatott munkänkhoz. 

Egyuttmuködeset elöre is köszönöm. 

Tisztelettel. 

NABIL ABDEL-FATTAH. 
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(1) Az eredeti ällitas. 

A közicti fuvarozäsi ägazat privatizaciojat kovetoen a cegek vezetesenek elsosorban a 
profit maximalizasara kell törekednie. 

A me kerdezettek ak ovetk ezo. a fennti ä11i as sal egvet nem er to välaszokat 
adtak. Kerem a vele me nvene k megf elelö äll itäst ie Iölje meg. 

1.1 Az eredeti ä11i6s nem drvenyes mert, hosszü tävon a befektetesek visszaterülese a 
legfontosabb, de remelhetöleg ez a szallitas szinvonalät is javitani fogja. 

M Egyetert Q Nem ert egyet 13 Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

1.2 Az eredeti nem igaz, mert bär a profit elsödleges, azt hiszem a versenykepes 
szolgältatäsok es a vevök kielegitese a fo cel. 

0 Egyetert Q Nem ert egyet Q Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

1.3. Az eredeti ällitas nem ervenyes, mert a szolgältatäs minösegenek van elsörangü 
szerepe. 

13 Egyetert 13 Nem ert egyet 0 Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egget ! 
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1.4 Az eredeti ällitas nem igaz, mert a legfontosabb, hogy a regi järmüveket 
lecsereljek a szolgältatas szintjenek javitAsa erdekeben. 

Q Egyetert 13 Nem ert egyet 0 Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

(2) Az eredeti ällitäs 

A közüti agazat privatizacioja soran az allami szektor minimalizasara keil törekedni. 

A mepke'rdezettek a kvetkezö. a fennti ällitässal eQvet nem ertö valaszokat 

adtäk. Kerem a velemenvenek megfelelo ällitast ielo"l ie meg. 

2.1 Az eredeti allitas nem igaz, mert nehany nagy ceg szukseges a piacon. 

Q Egyetert Q Nem ert egyet Q Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

2.2 Az eredeti allitas nem igaz, mert az allamnak kell versenyeznie a magan 
szektorral. 

p Egyetdrt 0 Nem drt egyet Q Nem tud välaszolni 
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Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

2.3 Az eredeti ällitäs nem igaz, mert az Allami szektort nem csökkenteni, hanem 
minimalizalni kellene. 

Q Egyetert Q Nem ert egyet Q Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

2.4 Az eredeti a' llitäs nem igaz, mert az allami vä11a1atok egy reszet meg keil hagyni. 

C7 Egyetert 13 Nem ert egyet 0 Nem tud valaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

(3) Az eredeti ällitäs. 

A kozuti fuvarozasi agazat privatizaciojaval tobb allami forras biztosithato a 
közlekedesi (elsosorban a kozüti) halozat fejleszteAre. 

.... 
n 
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3.1 Az el edeti ällitas nem igaz, mert a növekvo feketepiaccal rendeIkezö gazdasäg sok 
allami pent nyel el. 

13 Egyetert 
1 

0 Nem ert egyet 
1 

0 Nem tud valaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

3.2. az erýedeti allitas nem igaz, mert ez az adorendszerbol es az allami koltsegvetes 
helyzetetol fugg. 

13 Egyetert O Nem ert egyet El Nem tud vat laszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.3. Az eredeti 
&11itäs 

nem igaz, mert az csak elmeletben valös. 
~ 

EI Egyetýrt D Nem ert egyet Q Nem tud vAlaszolni 

Ktrem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

3.4 Az geredet t allitas nem igaz, mert nines kapcsolat a privatizacio es az ithllozat 

fejlesztese kozott 
f 

Q Egyetert 0 Nem ert egyet D Nem tud valaszolni 

Krem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 
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1 
(4) Az eredeti allitas. 

Az iigyfelek is nyernek az 
ägazat 

privatizaciojaval az alacsonyabb arak reven. 

n 

4.1 Az eredeti 
ällitas nem igaz, mert a belfoldi tülkapacitas azt eredmenyezii hogy a 

geplarmucsere kotsegeit nem lehet finanszirozni a bevetelekb81, ami hatraltatja a 
nagyobb mükodtetoket abban, hogy beruhazzanak es javitsäk a gdpjarmuparkuk 
szinvonalat. 

0 Egyetlrt O Nem ert egyet 13 Nem tud välaszolni 

K&rem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

1t 
4.2 Az eredeti allitas nem igaz, mert az arak nem szuksegszeriien alacsonyabbak, de a 
szolgaltatas szinvonala magasabb lesz. 

13 Egyetert 13 Nem ert egyet 0 Nem tud välaszolni 
I 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

4.3 Az eredeti ällitäs nem igaz, mert az alacsonyabb arak hasznosak lehetnek, de a 
legfontosabb a szolgaltat, 4szinvonala. 

1 
O Egyetert 0 Nem ert 

egyet O Nem tud välaszolni 
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Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ýrt egyet ! 

(5) Az eredeti ällitäs. 

Az c gazatban a korlätlan 
ýversenynek negativ kovetkez menyei lehetnek. Ezert 

szukseges valamilyen szabalyzas a kormanyzat reszerol a piaci szereplök 
nyeresegessJgJnek megorzesere. 

M 

5.1 Az eredeti allitas nem igaz, mert az ar-kontrol ellene van a szabad versenynek. 

13 Egyetert Q Nem ert egyet O Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

5.2 Az eredeti ällitäs nem igaz, mert szabad versenynek kell lennie. 

13 Egyetert Q Nem ert egyet 13 Nem tud valaszolni 

1" 
5.3 Az eredeti allitaslnem igaz, mert negativýeredmýny fellephet rovi. d tavon1 ,a hosszu1 
tAvi, drdek arra kellene hogy vezesse a legjobb va11a1atokat, hogy kitürjak a gyenge 
minosdget szolgaltato versenytarsaikat a piacr6l. 

1 
Q Egyetert O Nem ert egyet 0 Nem tud välaszolni 

.7 



Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

(6) Az eredeti ällitäs. 

A cegek tevekenysegeböl fakado kärok környezeti es tärsadalmi ellentetelezeAre 
elegendo az uzemanyag adoja. 

.. - 
11 

6.1 Az eredeti ällitas nem igaz, mert az uzemanyagadot hasznälni kell, de mas 
faktorokat, ugymint a szerelvehny sdlyat es masokat is figyelembe kell venni. 

EI Egyetert O Nem ert egyet 0 Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

6.2 Az eredeti allitas nem igaz, mert sokkal t" 
I 

penzt kellene aldozni a 
környezetvedelemre. 

Q Egyetert 13 Nem ert 
egyet Q Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

6.3 Az eredeti allitas nem igaz mert jelentosebbek a kornyezeti karok. 

13 Egyetert O Nem ert egyet 0 Nem tud valaszolni 
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Krem fejtse ki, ha nem 
ert 

egyet ! 

6.4 Az eredeti ällitas nem igaz, mert az adök nem fogjäk megakadälyozni a kömyezeti 
kärokat. 

13 Egyetert Q Nem ert egyet 13 Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

6.5 Az eredeti allitäs nem igaz, mert az uzemanyagadot csokkenteni kellene, a 
tevekenysgget magst kellene külon ado aid vetni. 

1 
0 Egyetert 0 Nem ert egyet O Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

6.6 Az eredeti allitas nem igaz mert az uzemanyagadö nem eleg Magyarorszagon es a 
felhasznäläsa sein jö. 

etert D Egy 13 Nem ert 
egyet 11 Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem Art egyet ! 
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(7) Az eredeti ällitäs 

A k6züti fuvarozasi ä azat, privatizäciojara me felelä mödszer a tl rsasägok jelenlegi 
form iban torteng drtýesitese tendereztetes reven. 

Q Egyet&rt 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem 
Jrt 

egyet ! 

n 
7.2 Az eredeti ällitäs nem igaz, mert cýgenkent különbözo lehet a megoldas. 

O Egyetdrt O Nem ýrt egyet O Nem tud välaszolni 

Krem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

Q Nem ert 
egyet O Nem tud välaszolni 

7.3 Az eredeti äilitäs nem igaz mert ez nem az egyetlen megoldas1, kombinälni kell a 
mddszereket. 

Q Egyetert Q Nem ehrt egyet 13 Nem tud välaszolni 
Krem fejtse ki, ha nem Jrt egyet ! 

10 

7.1 Az eredeti allitäs nem igaz, mert a vä11a1atok till nagyok ahhoz, hogy vonzz .k1a 
befektet&st. Kisebb specializalt reszekre kell osztani oket a kedvez8bb ertekesites 
celjäbol. 



I 
7.4 Az eredeti allitas nem igaz, mert a modszer jö, de nem elegend8. 

Q Egyet&rt Q Nem drt egyet Q Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem e! rt egyet ! 

7.5 Az eredeti ä1liths nem igaz mert nem ez az egyetlen megoldäs. A megoldäs 
mikentje az adott helyzett8l függ. 

13 Egyetert 0 Nem ýrt 
egyet 13 Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem 
drt egyet ! 

z eredeti ällitäs. 

A koz1Cti fuvarozäsi ägazat privatizaciojara megfelelö modszer a reszvenytarsasagga 
alakitäs, sa cegek tö/zsdei ertekesitese. 

.0 it 

8.1 Az ä11itas nem igaz, mert a szällitmanyozo vallalatok piaci helyzete nem eleg tiszta 
ahhoz, bogy tozsd&re vigylk dket. 

0 Egyet&rt O Nem ert egyet Q Nem tud välaszolni 

Krem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

11 



8.2 Az eredeti allitäs nem igaz, mert a reszvenypiac nem eleg stabil meg. 

Q Egyetert Q Nem ert 
egyet Q Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

8.3 Az eredeti ä1litAs nem igaz, mert nincs 
kell megtalalni a megoldast. 

13 Egyetert 13 Nem ert egyet 
I 

Krem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

8.4 Az eredeti ä1litls 
minden vä11a1atni1. 

0 Egyetert 

speciälis e1jaräs. Minden vä11a1atnal kiilön 

13 Nem tud vdlaszolni 

nem igaz, mert ekz is egy mödszer csak, de nem allcalmazhatö 

0 Nem ert egyet 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

(9) Az eredeti ällitäs. 

13 Nem tud vaiaszolni 

A közuti fuvarozäsi Jgazat privatizaI ciojara megfelelo modszer a reszvenytarsasagfa 
alaklths; melyet k5vetöen a reszvenyek egy reszdt a korkedvezmenves nyugdijaztatast 
onkent vallalök ösztonzesere, maradeka't pedig alkalmazotti reszvenykJnt hasznälnäk 

fel. 
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9.1 Az eredeti ällitAs nem igaz, mert az aki nyugdijba megy, nem fogja megvenni 
ezeket a reszvenyeket. Az alkalmazottaknak kell birtokolniuk az egdsz vällalatot. 

13 Egyetert D Nem ert egyet 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem 
ert egyet ! 

13 Nem tud välaszolni 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

9.2 Az eredeti ällitas nem igaz, mertjelentos anyagi hatterrel rendelkezo partner kell. 
I 

0 Egyetert 
I 

0 Nem ert egyet 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

(10) Az eredeti allitas. 

Q Nem tud vdlaszolni 

"" 1 
A kozuti fuvarozäsi agazat privatizäciöja sorän az egyik legsulyosabb problema 

1% 1 
amivel szhmolni kell: a novekvo munkankkriliseg. 

.... 1\ 

10.1 Az eredeti 
privatizäcibval. 

0 Egyetert Q Nem ert egyet 

K&rem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

ällitäs nem igaz, mert ez is egy probldma, de nincs kapcsolatban a 

13 Nem tud välaszoini 
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10.2 Az eredeti 
ällitas nem igaz, mert noha folösleges letszamtöbb yet lephet fel az 

elöz Meg ä11ami tulajdonban levo va11a1atoknal, a piacra ujonnan bet pok is teremtenek 
t% I munkalehetoseget. 

13 Egyetert 
I 

Q Nem ert egyet 0 Nem tud välaszolni 

Krem fejtse ki, ha nem 
ertegyet ! 

10.3 Az eredeti ä11itäs nem igaz, mert ez nem lerne jelentos. 

Q Egyetert Q Nem ert egyet Q Nem tud valaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

10.4 Az ertedeti ällitäs nem igaz, mert azt gondolom hogy a legtöbb alkalmazottat a 
privatizacid utän is alkalmazni fogjak. 

0 Egyetert Q Nem ert egyet Q Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

10.5 Az eredeti äl1 ýtäs nem igaz, mert a munkanelküliseget nem lehet egyediil a 
privatizäciö szamlajara irni. Az egesz gazdasaggal kapcsolatbal ä1i. 

Q Egyetert Q Nem ert 
egyet 11 Nem tud välaszolni 
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Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

(11) Az eredeti ällitas. 

A novekvo mupkaneýkülisjg problemajara megoldast jelenthet, ha afuvarozasi agazat 
eladäsabol szarmazo bevetelt uj, ktsebb fuvarozasi agazatok tamogatasära forditjak. 

13 Egyetert 
I 

Krem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

0 Nem ert egyet 13 Nem tud välaszolni 

1itas nem igaz, mert ez csak pillanatnyi megoldäs. A kis cbgek 11.2 Az eredeti al11 
tbnkremennenek a piaci versenyben, ami nagyobb munkanelküliseget eredmLyezne. 

0 Egyetert 0 Nem 6rt egyet Q Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

11.3 Az eredeti 
ällitas nem igaz, mert ez a munkan elküliseg 

problemäjanak csak egy 
resze. 

15 

11.1 Az eredeti ällitäs nem igaz, mert azI elouzlö politika tü sok kisvallalkozo1t 

eredmenyezett melyek alacsony koltseggel, eroltetett jövedelmezoseggel dolgoznak. 



Q Egyetert Q Nem ert 
egyet Q Nem tud välaszolni 

I 
KLrem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

11.4 Az eredeti allitas nem igaz, mert a privatizacio kovetkezteben munkanelkulive 
vAltak helyzete nem igenyel kormanyzati beavatkozäst. 

0 Egyetert 0 Nem ert egyet 13 Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

11.5 Az eredeti allitas nem igaz, mert az a szallitmanyozasi piaci helyzetetol fugg 

Cl Egyetert Q Nem ert egyet 13 Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

(12) Az eredeti a itäs. 

: Ha szabad utat 
. 
engedtink a nemzetközi tokenek az ällami cegek felväsärläsähoz, 

akkor az ägazat kulfoldiellenörzes alä kerul. 

º1 
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12. lAz eredeti allitäs nem igaz, mert mär igy is tul sok a kiilföldi vällalkozäs ebben a 
szektorban. 

EI Egyetert O Nem ert egyet Q Nem tud valaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem 
ert 

egyet ! 

12.2 Az eredeti 
ällitäs 

nem igaz, mert ez nem lesz problema megfelelo szabälyozas 
mellett. 

1 0 Egyetert 13 Nem ert egyet Q Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

.. I.. .. 

12.3 Az eredeti aI llitas nem igaz, mert nem szukseges a kulfoldi dominancia. 

0 Egyetert Cl Nem ert egyet O Nem tud valaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem 
ert egyet ! 

12.4 Az eredeti ällitäs 

reszletekben törtenik. 

O Egyetert 

nem igaz, mert ez nem lesz baj, ha a felväsärläs kisebb 

1 Nem ert egyet Q Nem tud vAlaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem 
ert 

egyet ! 

17 



13. Az eredeti ällitäs. 

Noha folb sieges letszämtobblet lephet fei az elözoleg allami tulajdonban levo 
vallalatoknal, a piacra ujonnan belepik is teremtenek munkalehetosdget. 

.... il 

13.1 Ha nem engedjuk, hogy a kulfoldi toke bejojjon, az uJ eljarasok es a profi vezetes 
sein jon be az orszägba. 

Q EgyArt Q Nem ert 
egyet El Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

13.2 Az e6ekesitJsnek 
erdeklöd6k fe1a. 

13 Egyetert 

nyitottnak kell lennie mind a munkavällalok, mind az egyeb 

I 

0 Nem ert egyet E3 Nem tud välaszolni 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

13.3 Az eredeti allitas nem igaz,. mert ez csak nehany esetben alkalmazhato. 

p Egyetert 0 Nem M egyet C] Nem tud välaszolni 

Krem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 
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1 
(14) Az eredeti allitas. 

A privatizacto sikeressege erdek 1 en fontos, hogy szelesebb tulajdonosi reteg 
alakul on kt, ezert alacsony nývýrtO reszvenyekre van szukseg. 

,l 

I 
0 Egyetert 

Kerem fejtse ki, ha nem 
ert 

egyet ! 

Q Nem ert egyet 0 Nem tud välaszolni 

14.2 Az eredeti allitäs nem igaz, mert legfontosabb, hogy a tulajdonosok biztositsak a 
megfelelä felteteleket a sikerhez, hosszütavü hasznos befektetesek tavlatäban is. 

0 Egyetert EI Nem ert egyet 13 Nem tud välaszolni 

Kdrem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 

(15) Az eredeti 
AllItäs. 

Közep es hosszütävon a költsegnoveked. est, 
amely a kärok ellentetelezesebol es 

csökkenteAbol adodik, a fuvarozok nem haritjäk at az ügyfelekre, igy az ärak nem 
lesznek till magasak. 

19 

14.1 Az eredeti 
all itas nem igaz, inert ü jelenlegi 

ýgazdasägi 
kömyezetben 

Magyarorszägon reszvenyekbe fektetni nepszerutlen es kockazatos. 



I I. 
--- 

Q Egyetert 

Klrem fejtse ki, ha nem 
ert 

egyet ! 

Q Nem en egyet 13 Nem tud välaszolni 

15.2 Az eredeti ä111täs nem igaz, mert a piac 4sztvevgi 
addig haritjäk At 

a kbltsegeket 
ameddig lehet. 

D Egyetert 13 Nem ert egyet 13 Nem tud välaszolni 

Krem fejtse ki, ha nem ert egyet ! 
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i 15.1 Az eredeti iiiItäs nem igaz, mert a fuvarozok azonnal 
Athanltjäk a költsegeket az 

ügyfelekre. 
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Table 1: Delphi Technique, Second Round. 
Analysis of the Replies.. Egypt. 

Agree Disagree Unable To Comment 

No. % No. % No. % 

1.1 3 13.0 13 56.5 7 30.5 

1.2 5 21.7 11 47.8 7 30.5 

1.3 16 69.5 6 26.1 1 4.4 

2.1 9 39.1 4 17.4 10 43.5 

2.2 9 39.1 5 21.8 9 39.1 

2.3 5 21.8 6 26.1 12 52.1 

2.4 8 34.8 2 8.7 13 56.5 

2.5 16 69.5 0 0 7 30.5 

3.1 9 39.0 7 30.5 7 30.5 

3.2 11 47.8 6 26.1 6 26.1 

3.3 9 39.1 5 21.8 9 39.1 

3.4 13 56.5 8 34.8 2 8.7 

4.1 11 47.8 6 26.1 6 26.1 

4.2 8 34.8 7 30.4 8 34.8 

4.3 11 47.8 4 17.4 8 34.8 

4.4 10 43.5 7 30.4 6 26.1 

5.1 10 43.5 7 30.4 6 26.1 

5.2 11 47.8 4 17.4 8 34.8 

5.3 4 17.4 6 26.1 13 56.5 

5.4 13 56.5 3 13.0 7 30.5 

5.5 6 26.1 7 30.4 10 43.5 

5.6 7 30.4 4 17.4 12 52.2 

6.1 14 60.8 1 4.4 8 34.8 

6.2 18 78.3 2 8.7 3 13.0 

6.3 14 60.8 4 17.4 5 21.8 

Continued.. 
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Table 1: continued. 
Delphi Technique, Second Round 
Analysis of the Replies .. Egypt 

Agree Disagree Unable To Comment 

No. % No. % No. % 

7.1 17 74.0 3 13.0 3 13.0 
7.2 16 69.6 4 17.4 3 13.0 

7.3 8 34.8 6 26.1 9 39.1 

7.4 9 39.1 5 21.8 9 39.1 

8.1 8 34.8 6 26.1 9 39.1 

8.2 12 52.2 2 8.7 9 39.1 

8.3 8 34.8 4 17.4 11 47.8 

8.4 6 26.1 6 26.1 11 47.8 

9.1 15 65.2 4 17.4 4 17.4 

9.2 12 52.2 2 8.7 9 39.1 

9.3 7 30.4 5 21.8 11 47.8 

9.4 12 52.2 3 13.0 8 34.8 

10.1 20 86.9 2 8.7 1 4.4 

10.2 13 56.5 0 0 10 43.5 

10.3 11 47.8 4 17.4 8 34.8 

10.4 9 39.1 1 4.4 13 56.5 

11.1 11 47.8 4 17.4 8 34.8 

11.2 10 43.5 4 17.4 9 39.1 

11.3 12 52.2 1 4.4 10 43.4 

11.4 8 34.8 5 21.8 10 43.4 

12.1 10 43.4 6 26.1 7 30.5 

12.2 13 56.5 2 8.7 8 34.8 
12.3 13 56.5 3 13.0 7 30.5 

12.4 10 43.4 6 26.1 7 30.5 

Continued.. 
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Table 1: continued 
Delphi Technique, Second Round. 
Analysis of the Replies.. Egypt. 

Agree Disagree Unable To Comment 

No. % No. % No. % 

13.1 13 56.5 3 13.0 7 30.5 
13.2 8 34.8 4 17.4 11 47.8 

13.3 11 47.8 6 26.1 6 26.1 

13.4 12 52.2 3 13.0 6 34.8 

Table 2: Delphi Technique, Second Round 
Analysis of the Replies.. Hungary. 

Agree Disagree Unable To Comment 

No. % No. % No. % 

1.1 5 50.0 3 30.0 2 20.0 

1.2 5 50.0 5 50.0 0 0 

1.3 2 20.0 5 50.0 3 30.0 

1.4 1 10.0 5 50.0 4 40.0 

2.1 2 20.0 5 50.0 3 30.0 

2.2 2 20.0 4 40.0 4 40.0 

2.3 6 60.0 2 20.0 2 20.0 

2.4 5 50.0 4 40.0 1 10.0 

3.1 3 30.0 3 30.0 4 40.0 
3.2 7 70.0 1 10.0 2 20.0 

3.3 4 40.0 2 20.0 4 40.0 

3.4 7 70.0 2 20.0 1 10.0 

Continued.. 
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Table 2: continued. 
Delphi Technique, Second Round. 
Analysis of the Replies .. Hungary. 

Agree Disagree Unable To Comment 

No. % No. % No. % 
4.1 5 50.0 0 0 5 50.0 

4.2 7 70.0 1 10.0 2 20.0 

4.3 5 50.0 4 40.0 1 10.0 

5.1 4 40.0 2 20.0 4 40.0 

5.2 5 50.0 2 20.0 3 30.0 

5.3 8 80.0 2 20.0 0 0 

6.1 7 70.0 1 10.0 2 20.0 

6.2 7 70.0 0 0 3 30.0 

6.3 7 70.0 0 0 3 30.0 

6.4 5 50.0 1 10.0 4 40.0 

6.5 4 40.0 3 30.0 3 30.0 

6.6 1 10.0 2 20.0 7 70.0 

7.1 6 60.0 1 10.0 3 30.0 

7.2 6 60.0 0 0 4 40.0 

7.3 8 80.0 0 0 2 20.0 

7.4 4 40.0 3 30.0 3 30.0 

7.5 7 70.0 0 0 3 30.0 

8.1 4 40.0 1 10.0 5 50.0 

8.2 5 50.0 2 20.0 3 30.0 

8.3 9 90.0 0 0 1 10.0 

8.4 7 70.0 0 0 3 30.0 

9.1 2 20.0 5 50.0 3 30.0 

9.2 6 60.0 3 30.0 1 10.0 

10.1 4 40.0 3 30.0 3 30.0 

Continued.. 
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Table 2: continued. 
Delphi Technique, Second Round 
Analysis of the Replies .. Hungary. 

Agree Disagree Unable To Comment 

No. % No. % No. % 

10.2 5 50.0 2 20.0 3 30.0 

10.3 1 10.0 1 10.0 8 80.0 

10.4 4 40.0 3 30.0 3 30.0 

10.5 8 80.0 1 10.0 1 10.0 

11.1 6 60.0 0 0 4 40.0 

11.2 6 60.0 3 30.0 1 10.0 

11.3 6 60.0 0 0 4 40.0 

11.4 2 20.0 3 30.0 5 50.0 

11.5 6 60.0 1 10.0 3 30.0 

12.1 3 30.0 4 40.0 3 30.0 

12.2 8 80.0 1 10.0 1 10.0 

12.3 6 60.0 2 20.0 3 30.0 

12.4 5 50.0 1 10.0 4 40.0 

13.1 5 50.0 2 20.0 3 30.0 

13.2 10 100 0 0 0 0 

13.3 7 70.0 0 0 3 30.0 

14.1 7 70.0 0 0 3 30.0 

14.2 7 70.0 2 20.0 1 10.0 

15.1 3 30.0 4 40.0 3 30.0 

15.2 8 80.0 2 20.0 0 0 
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Table 3: Delphi Technique, Second Round 
Average Percent of Majority Opinion. 

Egypt Hungary 

Majority Agreements. 535 268 

Majority Disagreements. 43 37 

Total Opinion Expressed. 803 404 

Average Percent of Majority Opinion. 72 % 75.5 % 
O Average Percent of Majority Opinion = 

Majority Agreements + Majority Disagreements / Total Opinion Expressed X 
100. 

Table 4: Delphi Technique, Second Round. 
Analysis of Opinion Expressed .. Egypt. 

Agree Disagree Respondents 

No. % No. % Expressing Opinion 

1.1 3 18.8 13* 81.2 16 

1.2 5 31.2 11* 68.8 16 

1.3 16* 72.7 6 27.3 22 

2.1 9* 69.2 4 30.8 13 

2.2 9* 64.2 5 35.8 14 

2.3 5 45.4 6* 54.6 11 

2.4 8* 80.0 2 20.0 10 

2.5 16* 100 - 0.0 16 

3.1 9* 56.2 7 43.8 16 

3.2 11* 64.7 6 35.3 17 

3.3 9* 64.3 5 35.7 14 

3.4 13* 61.9 8 38.1 21 

(*) Majority Opinion. 
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Table 4: continued. 
Delphi Technique, Second Round 
Analysis of Opinion Expressed.. Egypt. 

Agree Disagree Respondents 

No. % No. % Expressing Opinion 

4.1 11* 64.7 6 35.3 17 

4.2 8* 53.3 7 46.7 15 

4.3 11 * 73.3 4 26.7 15 

4.4 10* 58.8 7 41.2 17 

5.1 10* 58.8 7 41.2 17 

5.2 11 * 73.3 4 26.7 15 

5.3 4 40.0 6* 60.0 10 

5.4 13* 81.2 3 18.8 16 

5.5 6 46.1 7* 53.9 13 

5.6 7* 63.6 4 36.4 11 

6.1 14* 93.3 1 6.7 15 

6.2 18* 90.0 2 10.0 20 

6.3 14* 77.8 4 22.2 18 

7.1 17* 85.0 3 15.0 20 

7.2 16* 80.0 4 20.0 20 

7.3 8* 57.1 6 42.9 14 

7.4 9* 64.3 5 35.7 14 

8.1 8* 57.1 6 42.9 14 

8.2 12* 85.7 2 14.3 14 

8.3 8* 66.7 4 33.3 12 

8.4 6 50.0 6 50.0 12 

9.1 15* 78.9 4 21.1 19 

9.2 12* 85.7 2 14.3 14 

(*) Majority Opinion. 

Continued.. 
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Table 4: continued. 
Delphi Technique, Second Round. 
Analysis of Opinion Expressed.. Egypt 

Agree Disagree Respondents 

No. % No. % Expressing Opinion 

9.3 7* 58.3 5 41.7 12 

9.4 12* 80.0 3 20.0 15 

10.1 20* 90.9 2 9.1 22 

10.2 13* 100 0 0.0 13 

10.3 11 * 73.3 4 26.7 15 

10.4 9* 90.0 1 100 10 

11.1 11 * 73.3 4 26.7 15 

11.2 10* 71.4 4 28.6 14 

11.3 12* 92.3 1 7.7 13 

11.4 8* 61.5 5 38.5 13 

12.1 10* 62.5 6 37.5 16 

12.2 13* 86.7 2 13.3 15 

12.3 13* 81.2 3 18.8 16 

12.4 10* 62.5 6 37.5 16 

13.1 13* 81.2 3 18.8 16 

13.2 8* 66.7 4 33.3 12 

13.3 11* 64.7 6 35.3 17 

13.4 12* 80.0 3 20.0 15 

TOTAL 535 --- 43 --- 803 

(*) Majority Opinion. 
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Table S: Delphi Technique, Second Round 
Analysis of Opinion Expressed.. Hungary. 

Agree Disagree Respondents 

No. % No. % Expressing Opinion 

1.1 5* 62.5 3 37.5 8 

1.2 5 50.0 5 50.0 10 

1.3 2 28.5 5* 71.5 7 

1.4 1 16.7 5* 83.3 6 

2.1 2 28.5 5* 71.5 7 

2.2 2 33.3 4* 66.7 6 

2.3 6* 75.0 2 25.0 8 

2.4 5* 55.6 4 44.4 9 

3.1 3 50.0 3 50.0 6 

3.2 7* 87.5 1 12.5 8 

3.3 4* 66.7 2 33.3 6 

3.4 7* 77.8 2 22.2 9 

4.1 5* 100 0 0 5 

4.2 7* 87.5 1 12.5 8 

4.3 5* 55.6 4 44.4 9 

5.1 4* 80.0 2 20.0 6 

5.2 5* 71.5 2 28.5 7 

5.3 8* 80.0 2 20.0 10 

6.1 7* 87.5 1 12.5 8 

6.2 7* 100 0 0 7 

6.3 7* 100 0 0 7 

6.4 5* 83.3 1 16.7 6 

6.5 4* 57.1 3 42.9 7 

(*) Majority Opinion. 
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Table S: continued 
Delphi Technique, Second Round 
Analysis of Opinion Expressed.. Hungary. 

Agree Disagree Respondents 

No. % No. % Expressing Opinion 

6.6 1 33.3 2* 66.7 3 

7.1 6* 85.7 1 14.3 7 

7.2 6* 100 0 0 6 

7.3 8* 100 0 0 8 

7.4 4* 57.1 3 42.9 7 

7.5 7* 100 0 0 7 

8.1 4* 80.0 1 20.0 5 

8.2 5* 71.4 2 28.6 7 

8.3 9* 100 0 0 9 

8.4 7* 100 0 0 7 

9.1 2 28.6 5* 71.4 7 

9.2 6*. 66.7 3 33.3 9 

10.1 4* 57.1 3 42.9 7 

10.2 5* 71.4 2 28.6 7 

10.3 1 50.0 1 50.0 2 

10.4 4* 57.1 3 42.9 7 

10.5 8* 88.9 1 11.1 9 

11.1 6* 100 0 0 6 

11.2 6* 66.7 3 33.3 9 

11.3 6* 100 0 0 6 

11.4 2 40.0 3* 60.0 5 

11.5 6* 85.7 1 14.3 7 

12.1 3 42.9 4* 57.1 7 

(*) Majority Opinion. 
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Table S: continued. 
Delphi Technique, Second Round. 
Analysis of Opinion Expressed.. Hungary. 

Agree Disagree Respondents 

No. % No. % Expressing Opinion 

12.2 8* 88.9 1 11.1 9 

12.3 6* 75.0 2 25.0 8 

12.4 5* 83.3 1 16.7 6 

13.1 5* 71.4 2 28.6 7 

13.2 10* 100 0 0 10 

13.3 7* 100 0 0 7 

14.1 7* 100 0 0 7 

14.2 7* 77.8 2 22.2 9 

15.1 3 42.9 4* 57.1 7 

15.2 8* 80.0 2 20.0 10 

TOTAL 268 --- 37 --- 404 

(*) Majority Opinion. 
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APPENDIX Gam,. 

DELPHI TECHNIQUE. 

RESULTS OF THE SECOND ROUND SURVEY. 

Table (1): Results of the Second Round .. Egypt. 

Table (2): Results of the Second Round .. Hungary. 
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Table 1: Delphi Technique. 
Results of the Second Round.. Egypt. 

No. Sub-Statements Consensus Achieved 

1.1 The original statement is not valid, Yes 
because it is not the case for cooperatives. 81.2% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, No 
1.2 because to improve the quality of services 31.2% Agree 

should be the main objective. 68.8% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, 
1.3 because the main target for the Yes 

management should be to improve the 72.0% Agree 
services and reduce the cost, then 

maximising profits could be achieved. 
The original statement is not valid, No 

2.1 because the government does not subsidies 69.2% Agree 
state sector road freight companies. 30.8% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, No 
2.2 because there is no relation between 64.2% Agree 

privatisation and an increase in public 35.8% Disagree 
spending on roads. 

The original statement is not valid, No 
2.3 because license revenue in Egypt is more 45.4% Agree 

than the actual spend on road 54.6% Disagree 
improvement and maintenancle. 

2.4 The original statement is not valid, Yes 
because no one can be sure about that. 80.0% Agree 

2.5 The original statement is not valid, Yes 
because it depends on the government's 100% Agree 

approach to public spending. 
The original statement is not valid, No 

3.1 because it is not the govcrnmenfs role to 56.2% Agree 
ensure the operators' profitability, its role 43.8% Disagree 

is to ensure the balance between the 
demand and supply in the market. 

3.2 The original statement is not valid, No 
because it is necessary to protect both the 64.7% Agree 

operators and the customers. 35.3% Disagree 

Continued.. 
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Table 1: continued 
Delphi Technique: Results of the Second Round, Egypt. 

No. Sub-Statements Consensus Achieved 
The original statement is not valid, No 

3.3 because the government should ensure the 64.3% Agree 
balance between the operators' and 35.7% Disagree 

I customers' benefits. 

The original statement is not valid, 
because the role of the government in 

regulating the competition is critical in the No 
3.4 early stage of privatisation, but later the 61.9% Agree 

government should leave that role to the 38.1% Disagree 
market mechanism. 

4.1 The original statement is not valid, No 
because it will result in price increases. 64.7% Agree 

35.3% Disagree 

4.2 The original statement is not valid before No 
finding a suitable and adequate method to 53.3% Agree 

calculate these costs. 46.7% Disagree 

4.3 The original statement is not valid, Yes 
because as a principal it is acceptable, but 73.3% Agree 

the application should be gradually. 

4.4 The original statement is not valid, because No 
all the operators should pay for the extern- 58.8% Agree 

alities, whether private or state sector. 41.2% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, because No 
5.1 tax on fuel in Egypt has other objectives, 58.8% Agree 

for example to improve roads. It is not to 41.2% Disagree 
cover the social and environment costs. 

The original statement is not valid, because Yes 
5.2 some research is needed to determine the 73.3% Agree 

cost of damage to the environment caused 
by lorries. External taxes might be needed. 

5.3 The original statement is not valid, No 
because tax on fuel is not the best way to 40.0% Agree 
charge the cost of damage to the environ- 60.0% Disagree 

ment resulting from freight operations, 
there is, for example tax on tyre. 

Continued.. 
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Table 1: continued. 
Delphi Technique: Results of the Second Round, Egypt. 

No. Sub-Statements Consensus Achieved 

5.4 The original statement is not valid, Yes 
because it depends on the amount of this 81.2% Agree 
tax and whether it covers the cost or not. 

The original statement is not valid, because No 
5.5 tax on fuel covers all motor vehicles, there 46.1 % Agree 

is a need for a separate tax on lorries. 53.9% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, 
5.6 because tax on fuel is not enough to cover No 

the social and environmental costs of 63.6% Agree 
goods vehicle because their externalities 36.4% Disagree 

are more than just air pollution. 

The original statement is not valid, 
6.1 because it is not always the ideal solution. Yes 

It depends on the financial and technical 93.3% Agree 
situation of the company. 

The original statement is not valid. Yes 
6.2 Although it could be a good way to 90.0% Agree 

privatise the industry, it first requires 
financial restructuring for the companies. 

The original statement is not valid, 
6.3 because in the current situation of the Yes 

state sector companies, where there is too 77.8% Agree 
much employment, heavy debt, and old 

fleets, it is not easy to find a buyer. 

The original statement is not valid. Yes 
7.1 Although it could be a way to privatise 85.0% Agree 

the industry, it is not the best way. 

The original statement is not valid, Yes 
7.2 because there should be a solution to all 80.0% Agree 

the companies' debt problems first. Only 
then, the assets should be transferred. 

The original statement is not valid, because No 
7.3 to put shares in the exchange stock is 57.1% Agree 

better, where it will give a good 42.9% Disagree 
evaluation of the companies' value from 
the standpoint of the national economy. 

Continued.. 
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Table 1: continued. 
Delphi Technique: Results of the Second Round, Egypt. 

No. Sub-Statements Consensus Achieved 

The original statement is not valid, 
7.4 because in the current situation of the No 

state sector companies, where there is 64.3% Agree 
too much employment, heavy debt, and 35.7% Disagree 
old fleet, it is unjust for the employees. 

" 
riginal statement is not valid, The o No 

8.1 because the revenue will be used to pay 57.1% Agree 
the companies' debt. 42.9% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, Yes 
8.2 because it does not have to be a small 85.7% Agree 

road haulage businesses. 

The original statement is not valid, No 
8.3 because only a part of the revenue 66.7% Agree 

should be used, not all of it. 33.3% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, 
8.4 because the cooperatives cover the No 

market need, if there is any shortage in 50.0% Agree 
the supply, they will cover it, so there is 50.0% Disagree 

no place for any new business in the 
road freight market. 

The original statement is not valid, Yes 
9.1 because there is no shortage of local 78.9% Agree 

savings and capital. 

The original statement is not valid, 
9.2 because companies' debts and unava- Yes 

ilability of data about these companies 85.7% Agree 
are the most important problems 

The original statement is not valid, No 
9.3 because the demand for such services 58.3% Agree 

plays the critical role. 41.7% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, 
because total local savings in banks is Yes 

9.4 more than the estimated value of these 80.0% Agree 
companies, but people trust banks saving 

more than investment in companies' 
shares. 
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Table 1: continued. 
Delphi Technique: Results of the Second Round, Egypt. 

No. Sub-Statements Consensus Achieved 

The original statement is not valid, Yes 
10.1 because there is no shortage of local 90.9% Agree 

savings and capital. 

The original statement is not valid, 
10.2 because the investment law, passed in Yes 

1989, already allows foreign capital to 100% Agree 
invest in Egypt. 

The original statement is not valid, 
10.3 because road freight sector is a strategic Yes 

sector, so the foreign capital shares in the 73.3% Agree 
company should be less than 50 per cent 

to avoid foreign capital control. 

10.4 The original statement is not valid, Yes 
because it could be better if it comes in 90.0% Agree 

the form of joint venture companies. 

The original statement is not valid, Yes 
because the investment law already 73.3% Agree 

determines this percentage. 

The original statement is not valid, No 
11.2 because it could be where there is a threat 71.4% Agree 

of foreign control. 28.6% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, 
because the ownership should be free to 

11.3 anyone. There is a law and regulations to Yes 
avoid foreign control over the national 92.3% Agree 

economy, not only the road freight 
industry. 

The original statement is not valid, 
because it is a theoretical assumption. All No 

11.4 the companies are loss maker, non of the 61.5% Agree 
foreign investors will take the risk of 38.5% Disagree 

buying a loss-making company. 

The original statement is not valid, No 
12.1 because there is no subsidy now for the 62.5% Agree 

road freight industry. 37.5% Disagree 

Continued... 
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Table 1: continued 
Delphi Technique: Results of the Second Round, Egypt. 

No. Sub-Statements Consensus Achieved 

12.2 The original statement is not valid, Yes 
because the subsidies have negative 86.7% Agree 

results on the performance. 

The original statement is not valid, 
because there should be subsidies only in 

the case of passenger transport, to Yes 
12.3 support some social categories and/or 81.2% Agree 

achieve some target, for example provide 
services to remote areas. 

The original statement is not valid, 
12.4 because with application of market No 

economy and privatisation, subsidy 62.5% Agree 
should withdrawn totally, except in 37.5% Disagree 

passenger transport, and where should be 
in the form of social allowances. 

The original statement is not valid, 
because any increase in the operational Yes 

13.1 costs will result directly in price 81.2% Agree 
increase. 

The original statement is not valid, No 
because it depends on the capability of 66.7% Agree 

13.2 the companies to reduce costs. 33.3% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, 
because profit is the motivation of No 

13.3 private sector, any increase in costs will 64.7% Agree 
transferred to price, and even if the 35.3% Disagree 

company could make cost reductions, it 
will benefit in terms of increased profits, 

not reduced prices. 

The original statement is not valid. 
Although it could be on the long term, 

13.4 when the number of firms is increased Yes 
and competition works at its best, but 80.0% Agree 

even in the medium term the prices will 
be too high. 
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Table 2: Delphi Technique. 
Results of the Second Round.. Hungary. 

No. Sub-Statements Consensus Achieved 

The original statement is not valid, 
because in the long term the return on No 

1.1 the investment is the most important, 62.5% Agree 
but I hope privatisation will increase 37.5% Disagree 
the overall service level of transport 

too. 

The original statement is not valid. 
1.2 Although profits will be a high priority, No 

I think in a competitive environment 50.0% Agree 
customer services and satisfaction will 50.0% Disagree 

be the main objectives. 

1.3 The original statement is not valid, No 
because quality of services has the 28.5% Agree 

priority. 71.5% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, 
1.4 because it is most important is to get Yes 

new vehicles to replace the old once, 83.3% Disagree 
and to improve the quality of services. 

The original statement is not valid, No 
2.1 because some large operators are 28.5% Agree 

essential in the market. 71.5% Disagree 

2.2 The original statement is not valid, No 
because the state sector should be left 33.3% Agree 

to compete with the private sector. 66.7% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, No 
2.3 because reducing the governmental 75.0% Agree 

sector should be the objective instead 25.0% Disagree 
of minimization. 

The original statement is not valid, No 
2.4 because a part of the state companies 55.6% Agree 

should be kept working. 44.4% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, No 
3.1 because in an economy with a growing 50.0% Agree 

black market culture, much of the 50.0% Disagree 
governmental money will be absorbed. I 

Continued.. 
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Table 2: continued. 
Delphi Technique: Results of the Second Round, Hungary. 

No. Sub-Statements Consensus Achieved 

The original statement is not valid, Yes 
3.2 because it depends on the tax system 87.5% Agree 

and the state Budget situation. 

3.3 The original statement is not valid, No 
because it is only correct in theory. 66.7% Agree 

33.3% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, 
3.4 because there is no connection between Yes 

privatisation and the development of 77.8% Agree 
the roads network. 

The original statement is not valid, 
because current domestic over-capacity 

4.1 has resulted in below replacement cost Yes 
pricing. This limits the pace at which 100% Agree 

larger operators can invest and upgrade 
their fleets. 

The original statement is not valid, 
4.2 because the prices will not be necessa- Yes 

rily lowerbut the services level will be 87.5% Agree 
higher. 

The original statement is not valid, 
4.3 because lower prices can be beneficial, No 

but the most important thing is the 55.6% Agree 
quality of services and the condition of 44.4% Disagree 

the vehicles. 

The original statement is not valid, Yes 
5.1 because price control is counter-active 80.0% Agree 

to free competition. 

The original statement is not valid, No 
5.2 because competition should be free. 71.5% Agree 

28.5% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid. 
5.3 Although negative results may occur in Yes 

the short term, the long term will lead 80.0% Agree 
to the best companies ousting the poor 

quality companies. 

Continued.. 
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Table Z: continued. 
Delphi Technique: Results of the Second Round, Hungary. 

No. Sub-Statements Consensus Achieved 

The original statement is not valid. 
6.1 Although tax on fuel should be used, Yes 

other factors such as vehicle weight and 87.5% Agree 
axle number should be considered too. 

The original statement is not valid, Yes 
6.2 because much more money should be 100% Agree 

devoted to environment protection. 

The original statement is not valid, because Yes 
6.3 environmental damage are more 100% Agree 

considerable. 

The original statement is not valid, Yes 
6.4 because taxes will not prevent the 83.3% Agree 

environmental damage. 

The original statement is not valid, No 
6.5 because tax on fuel must be reduced. This 57.1% Agree 

activity should be taxed separately. 42.9% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, No 
6.6 because tax on fuel is not enough in 33.3% Agree 

Hungary, and its use is not appropriate. 66.7% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, Yes 
7.1 because the companies are too large to 85.7% Agree 

attract investment.. Breakdown to smaller 
specialised units for sale is preferable. 

7.2 The original statement is not valid, because Yes 
the solution may be different each firm. 100% Agree 

7.3 The original statement is not valid, Yes 
because this is not the only solution. 100% Agree 

Methods should be combined. 

7.4 The original statement is not valid, No 
because the method is good, but not 57.1% Agree 

sufficient. 42.9% Disagree 

7.5 The original statement is not valid, because Yes 
this is not the only solution. The solution 100% Agree 

will depend on the specific situation. 

Continued.. 
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Table 2: continued. 
Delphi Technique: Results of the Second Round, Hungary. 

No. Sub-Statements Consensus Achieved 

The original statement is not valid, 
8.1 because the situation in the road haulage Yes 

market is not clear enough to put shares 80.0% Agree 
in the stock exchange. 

The original statement is not valid, No 
8.2 because the market of shares is not yet 71.4% Agree 

stable enough. 28.6% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, 
8.3 because there is no one particular Yes 

method. One must be found for each 100% Agree 
company separately. 

The original statement is not valid, Yes 
8.4 because this is one method, but it is not 100% Agree 

suitable for all companies. 

The original statement is not valid, No 
9.1 because the one who retires will not buy 66.7% Agree 

these shares. The employees should have 33.3% Disagree 
the entire company. 

9.2 The original statement is not valid, No 
because a partner with powerful financial 66.7% Agree 

background is needed. 33.3% Disagree 

10.1 The original statement is not valid. It is No 
a problem, but it is not related to 57.1% Agree 

privatisation. 42.9% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid. No 
10.2 Although redundancies may occur from 71.4% Agree 

previous state owned companies, new 28.6% Disagree 
entries to the market will also create jobs 

10.3 The original statement is not valid, No 
because it would not be considerable. 50.0% Agree 

50.0% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid. I No 
10.4 think most of those employed in this 57.1% Agree 

business can be employed after the 42.9% Disagree 
privatisation too. I 
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Table 2: continued. 
Delphi Technique: Results of the Second Round, Hungary. 

No. Sub-Statements Consensus Achieved 

The original statement is not valid. 
10.5 Unemployment can not be blamed on Yes 

privatisation of transport only. It is in 88.9% Agree 
connection with the whole economy. 

The original statement is not valid, 
11.1 because past policy results in too many 

firms consisting of owner-driver operating Yes 
below cost, forcing profitability, quality 100% Agree 

and safety to a minimal level. 

The original statement is not valid, No 
because it is a only a momentary solution. 66.7% Agree 

11.2 Small firms would go bankrupt in market 33.3% Disagree 
competition, which would cause more 

unemployment. 

The original statement is not valid. It is Yes 
11.3 only a very small part of the 100% Agree 

unemployment problem. 

The original statement is not valid, because No 
11.4 the number of unemployed as a result of 40.0% Agree 

the privatisation does not requi- re 60.0% Disagree 
governmental intervention. 

11.5 The original statement is not valid, because Yes 
it depends on transport market situation. 85.7% Agree 

The original statement is not valid, No 
12.1 because there are too many foreign 

. 42.9% Agree 
enterprises in this-sector already. 57.1% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, 
12.2 because it will not be a problem under Yes 

appropriate regulations. 88.9% Agree 

The original statement is not valid. It is No 
12.3 not necessary to allow predominance by 75.0% Agree 

foreigners. 25.0% Disagree 

The original statement is not valid, Yes 
12. because it will not be a problem if buying 80.0% Agree n 

takes place in smaller part. 
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Table 2: continued. 
Delphi Technique: Results of the Second Round, Hungary. 

No. Sub-Statements Consensus Achieved 
The original statement is not valid, 

because if you do not allow the foreign No 
13.1 capital to come in, the new methods and 71.4% Agree 

professional skills would not come 28.6% Disagree 
either. 

The original statement is not valid, Yes 
13.2 because the sale should be open to both 100% Agree 

employees and others. 
13.3 The original statement is not Yes 

valid, because it could only be applicable 100% Agree 
in certain cases. 

The original statement is not valid, 
14.1 because given current economic Yes 

environment in Hungary, investing in 100% Agree 
shares is unpopular as risky. 

The original statement is not valid, 
14.2 because it is most important that the Yes 

owners provide the right conditions for 77.8% Agree 
success with a view to long term 

profitable investment. 

The original statement is not valid, No 
15.1 because transporters will shift the 42.9% Agree 

additional cost to the clients at once. 57.1% Disagree 
The original statement is not valid, 

because the participants in the market Yes 
15.2 will push the increased costs-as much as 80.0% Agree 

possible. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 

Egypt, along with many other countries in the world, is currently going through an economic 
transition from state control to a more market orientated economy. As part of this process, 
road freight transport is undergoing a process of privatisation and deregulation. It is important 
that the transition is made as smoothly as possible and that the best method of transition is 
chosen. There are many possible approaches which can be adopted, depending somewhat on 
the desired outcome of the process and economic philosophy the country is seeking to adopt. 
Many countries have already gone through the processes of road freight privatisation and 
deregulation; some much more recently than others. It is important that the lessons learned 
from those countries are not forgotten or ignored in the designing of Egypt's privatisation 
process. A problem during the transition phase is overcoming the fears and uncertainties of 
those involved in, and responsible for, the industry. 

This paper compares the attitudes towards the privatisation of the road freight sector of a 
panel of experts in Egypt to those of a panel of experts in a country which has recently gone 
through the process, namely Hungary. Using the Delphi technique, comparisons are made in 
terms of the panels attitudes to: 
(1) The best method of achieving privatisation. 
(2) The role of management under privatisation. 
(3) The impact of privatisation on road freight performance. 
(4) How to deal with the external costs of freight transport. 
(5) Problems facing road freight privatisation. 
In this research, the Delphi technique has been chosen for two reasons. First it is an 
appropriate method to collect opinions and judgements, with the ability to obtain consensus 
among panel members. Second, it is advantageous in terms of cost and time. 

2. THE ROAD FREIGHT INDUSTRY IN EGYPT. 

Before 1962, all the Egyptian road freight services were run by the private sector. In 1962 
the first step to nationalise the transport sector was taken, and in 1963 nationalisation was 
extended to cover all the firms working in the transport sector. In April 1964, firms which 
had less than five vehicles were extended from nationalisation. Four companies were 
established under the road haulage public sector. At this date, the idea of collecting the 
operators who were excluded from nationalisation in an association, under the cooperative 
sector, emerged (one association in each governorate). The first six associations were 
established in 1964. Now there are 25 associations running their own services. The number 
of operators required to establish an association is a minimum of II operators, irrespective 
of the number of vehicles owned by each. The association obtain the contracts, then 
distributes the work between the members, according to the capacity of their fleets. They also 
collect the revenue; 5% reserved to cover administration costs, the rest (M) is passed over 
to the operators. The association provides many facilities for the members, such as buying 
tyres, batteries and spare parts with interest free credit. 

In 1991, as part of the process of privatisation, holding companies were established to take 
over the state sector companies. The Holding Company for Inland and River Transport took 
over the public sector transport companies. In 1993, three road haulage companies moved to 
the Holding Company for Maritime Transport. 
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The Egyptian road haulage industry could be classified in the following way: 
Hire and reward. 

State Sector, it includes five subsidiary companies under two holding 
companies. 
Cooperation Sector, includes 25 associations, one in each governorate. 
Private Sector, it could be divided into: 

I'liree companies established under the law (43) in 1974. 
Some individual operators who do not join the road haulage 
associations. 

Own Account Operators. 
State Sector, this category covers Businesses Sector Companies (production and 
construction Companies) and the government ministries. 
Private Sector, this includes private industrial firms with their own fleets. 

In 1992 total goods lifted by all modes amounted 49.1 million tonnes, 73.1% of that amount 
carried by road. The cooperative sector is dominant the road freight transport industry. In that 
year(1992), 70.2% of total goods lifted by road was by cooperative sector, the share of public 
sector operators accounted for 27.8%, while the share of the private sector was 2.0% 
(CAPMAS, 1993). 

3. THE ROAD FREIGHT INDUSTRY IN HUNGARY. 

Roads is the dominant mode of freight transport in Hungary accounting for 48.7% of goods 
moved in 1993 (Transport Database, 1994). With the change in political philosophy, Hungary 
has moved to a market economy. Legislations has been passed to permit share-holding 
companies to be set up and to let foreign companies be involved to an unlimited extent. The 

role of the Transport Department has moved from detailed planning and management to 

overseeing the actions of the companies that are being set up in the transport sector. With the 

processes of liberalisation and economic reform, the number of small goods transport 
companies has been increased. The growth in the number of road haulage operators occurred 
after the dissolution in 1983 of the state owned trust (Mackett, 1992). 

A significant shift towards using roads could be seen during the 1980's, and in particular early 
1990's. In terms of tonnes/lan, shares of roads accounted-for 48.7% in 1993, compared with 
23.7% in 1980, and 29.3% in 1990. Number of goods--vehicles has been doubled since 1985. 
Between 1970 and 1993 it increased by 130% (Transport Database, 1994). 

Regarding the ownership, other types of ownership are now competing with the state sector, 
there is cooperative sector formed by private capital invested in road haulage businesses, as 
well private ownership (Roe, 1990). Mention here should be made of the fact that there is a 
different in practice between the Hungarian and Egyptian cooperative sector. In Hungary, the 
cooperatives based on the capital of the owners, while in Egypt, the cooperatives does not 
own the capital, where the vehicles are privately owned by the operators, and the role playing 
by the cooperatives limited by getting the haul contracts and distribute the work between the 
members. 

In terms of goods lifted, although total goods lifted by road decreased from 570 million 
tonnes in 1990 to 511 million tonnes in 1993, the shares of private sector increased from 
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28.2% in 1990 to 31.4% in 1993, (shares of state sector decreased by 14.2% during the same 
period). Also, in terms of goods moved shares of private sector increased from 17.5% in 1990 
to 25.2% in 1993 (Hungarian Ministry of Transport, 1994). This illustrates the growing role 
of the private sector in the road freight industry in Hungary. 

4. THE DELPHI TECHNIQUE. 

4.1 Origins and Use of the technique. 

The technique relies on the judgement of a panel of experts who work towards achieving a 
consensus of opinion on a particular issue. In the early 1950's, the Delphi technique was used 
as a forecasting technique in defence research carried out by the RAND Corporation in the 
USA. Since a series of publications were published by the RAND researchers in the early 
1960's, the Delphi technique has been widely applied (Ludlow, 1985). 

The late 1960's showed a new departure for the Delphi technique, -when in 1969 the "Policy 
Delphi" was first introduced, and reported on in 1970 (Turoff, 1975). The distinction between 
the Policy Delphi and the original technique is that "Delphi as -it originally was introduced 

and practised tended to deal with technical topics and seek a consensus among homogeneous 

group of experts. The policy Delphi seeks to generate the strongest possible opposing views 
on the potential resolutions of major policy issue, it is a tool for the analysis of policy issues 

and not a mechanism for making a decision" (Turoff, 1975). 

The 1970's and 1980's witnessed a considerable number of applications for the Delphi 
technique: 

planning educational courses for dietitians ( Mathews, 1975 in Williams and Webb, 
1994). 
establish the clinical nursing research priorities of nurses in the Northern region of 
England (Bond S. and Bond J., 1982). 
determining curriculum content (Lawrence, 1983 in Williams and Webb, 1994). 

-examine the system of international trade in terms of flow between institutions and 
identifying areas of system failures in terms of actual or potential frauds (Kapoor, 
1987). 
evaluating clinical allocation for nursing students (Beech, - 1991 in Williams and Webb, 
1994). 
identifying the change in the role of the nurse teacher in the UK (Crotty, 1993). 
studying the future of logistics in Europe (Cranfield University, 1994). 

4.2 The Technique Defined. 

The Delphi technique has been defined by Linstone and Turoff (1977) as the following: 
"Delphi may be characterised as a method for structuring a group communication processes, 
so that the process is effective in allowing a group of individuals, as a whole, to deal with 
a complex problem". The traditional way by which gathering together the views of experts 
could be done is through the committee system and/or the group discussion. However, both 
the committee system and group discussion have a number of disadvantages (Turoff, 1975). 
The Delphi technique aims to structure group communication while eliminating these 
disadvantages. It also provides for feedback of the individual contributors of information and 
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knowledge; assessment of a group judgement or view; the opportunity to revise the individual 
views; and a degree of anonymity for the individual responses (Turoff, 1975). 

4.3 Application of the Technique. 

* Iteration. 
The technique consists of number of a rounds. The number of rounds can be fixed in advance 
or determined according to a criterion of consensus in the group (Woudenberg, 1991). In this 
study, two rounds were used. 

Controlled feedback. 
In the second, the panel members are asked to reconsider their answers and make judgments. 
The feed back procedure assures that only directly relevant information is asked of the panel 
(Woudenberg, 1991 and Hakim and Weinblatt, 1993). In this study, all the information 
received from the first round was relevant. 

Figure (1) in appendix 1 illustrates the-Delphi process used in this study. 

5. THE DELPHI SURVEY. 

5.1 First Round of Delphi. 

Thirty statements were used to formulate the first round of the Delphi questionnaire. In Egypt, 
the first round of the survey, took place between December 1994 and February 1995. The 
panel consisted of 23 members, experts in the field of road freight transport. The panel 
included both academic and operators. In Hungary, the first round took place between 
February and May 1995. The panel consisted of 12 members, academic and operators. Replies 

are analyzed, and for the purpose of analysing the responses, the average percentage of 
majority opinions' was calculated, as the following: 

Average Percent of Majority Opinions = 
Majority Agreements + Majority Disagreements / Total Opinion Expressed X 100. 

Statements where the consensus among the panellists -was less than. the average percent of 
majority opinions, were to be included in the second round: questionnaire, see Figure (2) in 
appendix 1. 

5.2 Second Round of Delphi. 

From the result of analysing the first round questionnaire, statements which did not obtain 

'Kapoor (1987) mentioned in his Delphi study that any arbitrary figure could be used to 
determine whether or not the consensus has been achieved, but since the choice of an 
arbitrary figure can never be fully justified, some justification of the choice can be achieved. 
This justification could be carried out through calculation of the average percentage of the 
ma ority opinions, which presents sum of majority agreements and disagreements divided by j 
total opinion expressed. 
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ma . ority agreement or disagreement from the pane U Ilists were used to formulate the second 
round questionnaire. The approach adopted is illustrated in appendix I figure (3). The second 
round of the survey, in Egypt, took place between May and July 1995. The response rate was 
100% (23 responses out of 23 contacted). In Hungary, second round of the survey took place 
between July and September 1995. A reminder was needed before the response rate reach 
83.3% (10 responses out of 12 contacted). 

This round aims to re-test statements which did not achieve consensus in the first round, by 
clarifying reasons for disagreement given by the panellist in the first round survey. The 
APMO was then calculated for each second round statement, as before. The results of the 
survey are illustrated in appendix 2. 

6. SURVEY RESULTS: COMPARISON BETWEEN EGYPT AND HUNGARY. 

A full list of results is shown in appendix 2. The following is an analysis of those results 
under the five main headings of the first round survey. 

6.1 The best method of achieving privatisation of the road freight industry. 
Both panel agreed that different state sector road freight companies require different forms 
of privatisation. There was disagreement between the two panels about whether a wider base 
of popular capitalism, through low priced shares, is needed to achieve successful privatisation. 
The Egyptian panel agreed, while the Hungarian panel disagreed. A possible reason for this 
is that the Egyptian panel considers that there is no lack of available capital for buying shares, 
whereas this is not true of the Hungarian panel (see section 6.5). Both panels disagreed with 
dissolving the companies and selling off their assets; selling off the companies in their 
existing form through tenders; and transferring the companies' assets to shares, which could 
be sold through the stock exchange. Only the Egyptian panel disagreed with transferring the 
companies' assets to shares, using part of these shares to encourage early and voluntary 
retirement of the employees, and use the remaining shares as workers' shares. 

6.2 The role of road freight management under privatisation. 
Both panels disagreed that maximizing profits should be the main objective for the road 
freight management under privatisation, but agreed that identifying areas where cost reduction 
can be made is the main task for -road -freight management. . -Both panels supported 
privatisation as a means to improve- quality: of service, -. but -only-the Egyptian panel saw this 
in conjunction with cost cutting. Possibly the Hungarian approach-can be considered in the 
light of quality-demanding European logistics which are not yet applied in Egypt. 

6.3 The impact of privatisation on the road freight industry. 
Both panels agreed that privatisation will inevitably create a more efficient, flexible and 
-dynamic road freight industry, and that competition is the most important element for a high 
quality road freight industry. The Egyptian panel agreed that under privatisation of the road 
freight industry, the state sector should be minimized as much as possible, while the 
Hungarian panel could not achieve consensus. Both panels agreed that a privatised, 
deregulated road freight industry requires a legal distinction to be made by the government 
between own account and professional operators. 
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6.4 The external cost of road freight transport. 
The Hungarian panel agreed that under privatisation of the road freight industry, the operators 
should pay for the damage to the environment resulting from running their operations, while 
the Egyptian panel disagreed. This result is understandable, since awareness of the external 
cost of road freight is wider in Hungary, although both panels considered that the external 
cost of road freight operations is more than just air pollution, and both panels disagreed that 
the current tax on fuel is adequate to cover the social and environmental cost resulting from 
road freight operations. Consequently their is a need for other types of taxes, for example tax 
on tyres. Concerning how making private road haulage pay for social and environmental costs 
would affect the price, both panels agreed that prices would increase in the short term. Both 
panels disagreed that the cost increases will be absorbed by the industry in the medium and 
long term. 

6.5 Problems facing the privatisation of the road freight industry. 
The Egyptian panel agreed that increased unemployment is one of -the most important 
problems to face the privatisation of road freight industry. The Hungarian panel disagreed, 
as they see the problem as one associated with the whole economy, not. solely the transport 
sector. 

On the other hand, both panel disagreed that the problem of increased unemployment resulting 
from privatisation could be overcome by employing revenue from the sale of state sector road 
haulage companies to encourage new small road haulage businesses. 
This disagreement results from different points of view. From the point of the Egyptian panel, 
the revenue should be used to re-pay the companies' debts, and any remaining revenue could 
be used to encourage small businesses, not necessarily in the road freight sector. From point 
of view of the Hungarian panel, past policies resulted in too many small firms (owner-driver), 
working inefficiently and dangerously. Indeed this situation forced the Hungarian government 
to issue new law (May 1995) for road freight industry, aimed at forcing old and unsafe trucks 
off the road. Some 59,000 of Hungary's 61,000 road freight firms were expected to be 
eliminated by this regulation (Budapest Sun, May 1995). According to the Hungarian 
Department of Transport (1994), 37% of goods vehicle in Hungary in 1993 were more than 
ten years old. 

Both panel agreed that the ability of the . government to pay. for. the dismissed employees, as 
a result of privatisation, or re-training Ahem,,, or, transfer them -to . other. activities is one of the 
problems facing privatisation processes. 
The Egyptian panel disagreed that the lack of available capital is one of the most important 

-problems facing privatisation processes, while the Hungarian panel agreed with this statement. 
It suggests that, in contrast with Hungary, there is no shortage of local capital necessary to 
privatise road freight industry in Egypt. The Egyptian panel disagreed that the problem of lack 
of available capital could be avoided- by allowing foreign capital to buy. the assets of the state 
sector (particularly road haulage), while the Hungarian panel agreed. This may result from 
EgypVs greater historical and often unfavourable experience of foreign control of its industry, 
contrasted with Hungary's ambition to join the European Union. 

This view is supported by the Egyptian panel's agreement (and the Hungarian panel's 
disagreement) that foreign control over the road freight industry could result if foreign capital 
is allowed to buy state assets in the road freight industry. However, the Hungarian panel 
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agreed that the problem of foreign capital control over the road freight industry could be 
avoided by determining a maximum percentage for the capital owned by a foreigner in road 
freight companies. There is already an investment law (passed in 1989) in Egypt to 
determined this percentage. 
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APPENDIX 1. 

Figure 1: The Delphi Processes. 
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Figure 2: Delphi Technique.. First Round Analysis and 
Formulation of the Second Round Questionnaire. 
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Figure 3: Delphi Technique.. Second Round Analysis. 
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APPENDIX 2. 

THE SURVEY RESULTS. 

From the results of both first and second round, eight statements were agreed by both panels, 
nine statements achieved no agreement and the remaining thirteen statements differed in 
agreement between Egypt and Hungary. On the other hand, one statement in the case of 
Egypt, and two statements in the case of Hungary, achieved no consensus. The following 
result were obtained: 

(1) Statements agreed by both panels. 
1. Privatisation will inevitably create a more efficient, flexible and dynamic road freight 

industry. 
2. Competition is the most important element for a high quality road freight industry. 
3. Road freight customers will benefit from privatising the industry in terms of a better 

quality of services. 
4. A privatised, deregulated road haulage industry. requires a. legal distinction to be made 

by the government between own account operators (companies carrying their own 
goods), and professional operators (companies carrying goods of others). 

5. Under privatisation, identifying areas where cost reduction could be made is the main 
task for road freight management. 

6. The ability of the government to pay for the dismissed employees (as a result of 
privatisation), or re-training them, or transfer them to other activities is one of the 

problems facing the privatisation process. 
7. Different state sector road haulage companies require different forms of privatisation 

(eg. privatising management only or privatising both management and ownership). 
8. Making private road haulage pay for social and environment costs will result in price 

increases in the short term. 

(2) Statements disagreed by both panels. 
I. To maximize profits should be the main objective for road freight management under 

privatisation. 
2. By privatising the road freight industry, there will be an opportunity to release more 

governmental money for spending on transport. infrastructure (especially roads). 
3. It is not necessary to regulate - competition - in road freight through the government, 

because the freight operators can do it voluntarily- through self-regulation. 
4. A tax on fuel is adequate to cover the social and environmental costs resulting from 

road freight operations. 
5. A good way to achieve privatisation of the road haulage industry is to dissolve the 

existing companies and sell off all their assets. 
6. A good way to achieve - privatisation of the road, haulage industry is to sell off the 

companies, in their existing form, through tenders. 
7. A good way to achieve privatisation of the road haulage industry is to transfer the 

companies' assets to shares, which could be sold through the stock exchange. 
8. The problem of increased unemployment could be overcome by employing revenue 

from selling state sector road haulage companies to encourage new small road haulage 
businesses. 

9. In the medium and long terms, cost increases, resulting from private road haulage 
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paying for social and environment costs, will be absorbed by the industry and prices 
will not be too high. 

(3) Other statements shown in table (1): 

Table (1): Delphi Technique .. Results of the Survey. 
Statements with Different Opinions-Egypt and Hungary. 

No. Original Statements Egypt Hungary 

Under the privatisation of road haulage, the No 
I size of the state sector should be minimized Agree Consensus 

as much as possible. Achieved 

Road freight customers will benefit from 
2 privatising the industry in terms of lower Agree Disagree 

charges. 

Negative results might result from 
excessive competition in the transport No 

3 sector. There- fore, a form of regulation of Consensus Disagree 
the competition should applied by the Achieved 

government to save the operators' 
profitability. 

Under privatisation, road freight operators 
4 should pay for the damage to the Disagree Agree 

environment resulting from running their 
operations. 

A good way to achieve privat- isation of 
the road haulage industry is to transfer the 

5 companies' assets to shares, using part of No 
these shares to encourage early and Disagree Consensus 

voluntary retirement of the employees and Achieved 
use the remaining shares as workers shares. 

Increased unemployment is one of the most 
6 important problems to face the privatisation Agree Disagree 

of the road freight industry. 

The lack of available capital is one of the 
most important problems facing the 

7 privatisation process of the road freight Disagree Agree 
industry in the developing countries. I 

Continued... 
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Table (1) ... continue: 
Delphi Technique .. Results of the Survey. 
Statements with Different Opinions .. Egypt and Hungary. 

No. Statements Egypt Hungary 

The problem of the lack of available 
8 capital could be avoided by allowing Disagree Agree 

foreign capital to buy the assets of the 
state sector (particularly road haulage). 

Foreign control over the road freight 
9 industry will result if foreign capital is Agree Disagree 

allowed to buy state assets in the road 
freight industry. 

The problem of foreign capital control 
10 over the road freight industry, could be 

avoided by determining a maximum Disagree Agree 
percentage for the capital owned by a 

foreigner in the road haulage companies. 

To avoid the problem of foreign capital 
control over the road freight industry, 

the government should sell the shares of Agree Disagree 
II the state road haulage companies to their 

existing employees with interest free 
credit. 

A wider base of popular capitalism is an 
important element to achieve successful Agree Disagree 

12 privatisation of the road haulage 
industry, and requires low priced shares. 

Privatisation should not mean 
withdrawing the subsidies totally from Disagree Agree 

the transport industry. Some parts of the 
transport system need to be supported. , 1 

- 
11 
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